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ABSTRACT

Joint implementation (JT)was included in the Framework Convention on Clunate Change (FCCC)
to offer counûy's with high costs of abatement the oppominrty to purchase reductions in
gramhouse gas (GHG) emissions fkom corntries with lower costs. Despite the potentiai for JI to
provide a more cost effective depioyrnent of global resources to combat cIimate change,
disagreement over abatement responsibiiay bas given the impression that JI is an optional policy in
international negotiations.

This thesis was written to refocus the debate over JI. Using a Cournot mode1 of oligopoly, it is
shown that in some cases JI is a necessary policy. Without JI, it is possible that the gradua1
participation of developing countries in undertaking GHG conunÏtments will be threatened,
elrminahng the opportunity for the effective mitigaîion of global climate change. This research

supports the development of a legai hmework which will diow JI projects to count as credits
towards developed coun~ry'sabatement commitments.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980's, world wide aaention bas been drawn to the issue of rising global greenhouse gas

(GHG) ernissions and the potential for caiast~ophicclimate changes. In 1992, the signing of the
Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) was a major milestone towards the
development of internationaI GHG abatement commitments.

The FCCC assigneci the lead in combatmg climate change to the developed nations and countries
whose econornies are in transition. lmZ
The aim for these coutries, established by the FCCC,was
to reduce their emissions of carbon dioxide and other GHGs to 1990 levels by the year 2000.

AU

nation signatoies, including developing muntries, were to commit to provide GHG inventories,
pubiish regular updates on programs to control emissions and promote cooperaîion and education
about the issues related to climate change.

Presently, only two deveIoped countries Britain and Germany, are expected to meet their existing
~ ifevery counîq achieved its stabilization
target of stabdizing emissions at 1990 I e ~ e i s .Even
target, these combineci c o m m i t ~ ~fàii
~ ~far
~ tshort
s of what scientists estimate as required. in 1990,
the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)suggested that a 60 to 80% reduction in
emissions would be necessary to mitigate the threat of future climate change.4 This Ievel of
abatement is only possible if both developed and devetoping countries adopt GHG targets.

Keating [1993], pg 64
For the ease of exposition, the temis developing and developed countries are used to imply Amex 1 and
non-Annexed corntries.
Science and Technology, The Economist [1997], pg 89
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [1992]

Presently the OECD c o d e s account for approximately 39% of global GHG emi~sions.~The
need for a system that somehow includes the developing countries is further exacerbatexi by the
future growth and i n d u s m a i k g of the developing world. However, developing countries have
been reluctant to commit to any GHG abatement targets. The primary issue over which there is
much debate is one of responsibrlrty.

Developing countries, which are at the beginning stages of developmen~feel they should not be
unduly punished for GHG emissions. Their opinion is that developed counmes have had
opportunity to create d u e n t economies by bonowing the assimilative capacity of the atmosphere
and therefore have the moral obligation to do the abating. It is the critical role which GHG

emissions play in the industrialkation prOceSs that is central in the debate over where and by whom
GHG abaternent should take place- However, if deveIoped nations were to achowledge that they
have taken too much of the common airspace and undertake the responsibdrty for reducing GHG
emissions, it would be at a substantial cost. Reports in the popular press suggest that overail
global costs would be reduced by 70% ifdeveloped countries pursued reductions wherever it was
cheapest to do so (i.e. in the developing co~ntries).~

The concept of joint implementation (JI) was included in the FCCC to address the issue of costeffectiveness. In theory, Ji would permit corntries which possessed hi& costs of abatement the
oppommity to purchase GHG reductions fkom countries with lower costs. With JI, efficient
emission reductions could be achieved without the necessity of world governent replation,

Barrett [1992],pg 15
Science and Technology [1997], pg 89

the unresolved debaie over GHG
aiiowing each country to mainiain its a u t o n ~ m y .However,
~
abatement responsibility has not permitted JI projects to count towards developed coumies'
cornmitments for the year 2000.

The literature offers limitai andysis h m which to draw to reconcile the views regarding the use of

JI. From an ewnomic perspective, the athactiveness of JI is its potential to develop into a system
of fiiiiy tradeable permis, equivdent to aüaining the sociaiiy optimal level of abatement. In most
cases, the analysis of environmental policies bas been fiom one of two perspectives. The i k t is

the tendency to make comparisons between altemative policies for imposing fiII cooperation,

assuming a cooperative consensus is already achieved. This ignores the very real possibility that
fidl cooperation (100% participation) is never atbined. Second is the tendency to evaiuate the

gains achieved from the sociaiiy opthai solution over a situation of non-cooperation. This ignores
the probabilis that cooperation to reduce GHG emissions wXU develop gradudy, as already
witnessed with the signing of the FCCC.

Rentz [1995] argues that an international agreement on the irnplementation of a CO?entitlement
system without introductory measures is quite improbable. If the participation of counmes were to
take place gradualiy, economic theory wouId suggest that each country's decision to participate
would be deterrnined by the incremental gains each expects to receive. As the bulk of the Iiterature

has been restricted to analysis of scenarios which involve no cooperation or full cooperaîion, it is
not clear ifthere exists an incentive for srnail numbers of developing coumies to j o b developed
counmes in undertaking GHG abatement cornmitmentS.

The contribution this thesis maices is to refocus îhe debate over JI. The controvemy surrounding
the use of JI is distracting because it tends to imply that JI is an optional sûategy in the pursuit of
international GHG abafement. In some cases, JI is required to graduaiiy advance country
participation. A Cournot model of oligopoly is used to idenûfy the conditions which determine
whether JI is optional and a means to minirnize wsts versus an absolutely necessary policy to
advance woperative GHG negotiations. It will be shown tbat, under certain conditions, JI is a
necessaq policy instrument and provides the incentive for the gradua1participation of developing

counmes who are indispensable in the effort to rnitigate the threai of global clirnate change.

1.1

Thesis Structure

in chapter 2, a brief background on the science of climate change, the necessity of broad global
agreement and the current ciifferences in views and circumstances of developed and developing
couutries is provided. The history of the FCCC and JI is s

-iin Chapter 3. A short

review of the theoretical work which motivates this study pertaining to Ji, economic instruments,
pennit û d h g and cooperation foliows in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents an iiiustrative two
country Cournot model to introduce the method of analysis used to evaluate the necessity for Ji.

Chapter 6 buiIds on the mode1 presented in Chapter 5, aliowing for several countnes and
progressive stages of international cooperation between developed and developing countries. The

fmai cbapter draws conclusions on the models and makes suggestions for additional research and
variations in the analysis presented that would be usefil to enhance the understandmg of the role of

Ji in furthering efforts to reduce international emissions of GHGs.

CHAPTER TWO
THE SCIENCE AND EUSTORY OF CLDlMATE CHANGE
2.1

The Greenhouse Effed and the Global C h a t e

In 1863, a British scientist, John Tyndail, described how water vapour in the atmosphere helps to
keep the earth warm.* Since then, scientific research has identiiled a number of gases that
contribute to the earth's aîmosphere being 33 degrees higher than the space beyond. Four gases,
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane and chiorofiuorocarbons (CFC's), are prirnarily responsible
for this weii h o w n warming efféct referred to as the greenhouse effect. They keep the earth warrn
by reduciag the retum flow of solar radiation back into space. Table 1 outlines the principal
anthropegenic sources of the various GHGs.

Table 1: Principal Anthropogenic Sources of GHG Emssions
GHG
Carbon dioxide

I
Nitrous ûxide

I
Nitrogen Oxides
Carbon Monoxide
Non-methane
1 hydrocarbons
Source: Gmbb [ 19891 pg 6

I

1
1
1

Principal anthropogenic sources
Fossil heI buraing
Deforestation and land use changes
Cernent manufacture
Rice paddy dtivaîion
Ruminants (eg. cows, sheep)
Biomass burning and decay
Releases k m fossii fuel production
Manufactured for solvents, refiigerants,
aerosol spray, propellants, foarn
packapsog

Fertilizers
~ossilfirel burumg
Land conversion for agriculture
FossiI fbei burning
Fossil fiie1 burning and biomass burning
Evaporation of liquid fuels and solvents

I
I

1

Since 1750, atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide have increased 27%(nom 279 ppmv
(1750) to 345 ppmv (1990).9 The expeaation is that these concentrations wiU continue to grow
with increasing global populations and the induseialinog ofdeveloping countnes. Table 2 shows

thaî emissions o f carbon dioxide are forecast by the International Energy Agency (IEA) to rise
47.6% in a base case growth scenario over the next two decades.

Table 2 also provides some examples of the impact developing corntries have in future GHG
emissions. In 1990, CO2 emissions fiom East Asia and China represented 4.6% and 11.1% of
total world emissions respectively. Table 2 shows that these shares of world emissions are

expeaed to increase as the base case forecast predicts emissions of CO2fkom East Asia and

China to grow 167.8% and 109.3% with world emissions increasing only 47.6%. If this proves
to be the case, by year 20 10, East Asia's CO2emissions d represent 7.8% of world emissions
and China, 15.8% of world emissions.

While it is tme thai the indusûiaiization of devefoped corntries is largely responsible for the
current build up of GHG emissions in the atmosphere, developing countries have a critical role in

the funire growth of these emissions. Presendy, C

h and India account for less than 10% of the

worid's energy demand, but this is changmg rapidly as they plan to build what wouid amount to a

quater of the world's new capacity.l

..

.

- -.

Climate Digest [1994], pg 7
l0 Swey: Energy, The Econornist [1994], pg 7

Table 2: World CO2 Emissions (gigatomes C a per year) and Forecast Growth
2010 F o r e

Group of countries
OECD
Former Soviet
Union and Central
and Eastern Europe
Lakin America
'4fÎica

Middle East
East Asia
22 1.9%
148.8%
101.3%
South Asia
0.7
130.4%
109.3%
69.5%
China
2.4
Worid
21.6
33.6%
47.6%
61.5%
Source: JEA, World Energy Outlook [1994] as reporteci by Selrod et al [ 19951 pg 2

Considerable concem in the 1980's over the expected change in GHG emissions resulted i
n the
development of the Intergovernmental Panel on CLimate Change P C C ) in 1988. The P C C
brought together thousands of leading scientists involved in the study of climate change, its
expecteù impacts and necessary responses. When concentrations of carbon dioxide double over
the
~ earth's average temperature increase is likely to lie inside the
the levels present in the 1 7 5 0 ' ~

range of 1.5 to 4.5 degrees Ce1sius.l' While there exists scientific debate over the precise

lhave on the global climate and the ewsystem, a
impacts increased concentrations of GHGs d
global temperature change in this range may be d c i e n t to generate a vari*

of serious

potential ciirnate scenarios.

Rising global ternperatures, to the levels predicted, have been sufficient for clirnate models to
predict the melting of the West Anîarctic ice sheet raising the sea level, flooding coastal cities, the

freezing of Western Europe fiom the discontinuous change in the oceans, and increased areas of
desertification. C h e [1991] provides a synthesis of possible globd warming impacts which
Intergoveramental Panel on C W e Change [1992].pg 6

inçlude substantial forest loss, more severe tropical stomis, increased illness and mortaliry.
increased drought and water s c a r c i ~and thawing of permafk~st.~~

Although the IPCC [1992] reported that the unequivocal detection ofthe enhanced greenhouse
effect is not likely to occur for a decade or more, there are already some statistics which suggest a
change in the earth's cliniate is occurring. The P C C reported that the global mean surface
temperature had increased by 0.3 to 0.6 degrees Celsius over the last 100 years.13 The U.S.

Department of Agriculture reported in 1992 that the seven warmest years in the past 100 years
(based on average global temperatures) were 1990, 1988, 1987, 1983, 1981, 1980 and 1986 in
that order.14 According to Environment C

a The MacKenzie Basin, a 1.7 million square

Hometer watershed in Northwestem Canada, has warrned an average of 1.7 degrees Celsius over

the iast 100 years which is t h e tirnes the global rate.ls The Nigerian Environmental Protection
Agenq has reporteci that the Sahara desert is advanchg 5 km a n n d y . l6 The Climate Digest
[ 19941 wamed if deserafication is not tackled, &ca

permanent h

and the rest of the world codd face almost

e as fûrther areas of food-growing land are lost.

Faced with the uncertain and potentially catastrophic consequences of increasing GHG ernissions,

the PCC put forth a recommendation to stabilize the atmosphenc concentrations of GHGs as a
precautionary target and suggested that a 60 to 80% reduction in emissians w d be required to
effectivel;. d g a t e the threat of future climate change.17 Despite this recommendation, the
strongest adion taken to date has been the negotiation of the FCCC,requiring developed
couutries to commit to retum ernissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000.18

C h e [1991],pg 915-916
P C C Suppiernenc [1992],pg 6
Whitmore [l992J
ECONET [1996]
C h t e Digest
PCC Supplement [1992]
l8 Keating [1993],pg 64
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6
l7

2.2

Necessity for Broad Global Agreement

The PCC recornmendation of 60-80% reduction in emissions of GHG is not achievable without
the broad participation of rnany countries. Table 3 illustrates the international distribution of

GHG emissions.

Global GHG Emission Shares, 198719
Percent of World Emissions
1 CO+C&+CFC net

Table 3

1

OECD

us

EC
12%
ex-USSR
12%
3%
Eastern Europe
4%
China
1
10% 1
6% ]
10%
15%
Brazil
4%
lndia
3%
2%
3%
Indonesia
1%
Mexico
1%
1%
2%
Myaamar
* includes emissions resulting h m land use changes, including deforestation
** Estimates iaclude C a . CH4 and CFC emissions, weighted by their heat trapping potential

Notice that the OECD,as a group, only emits 39% of the worId GHGs and is therefore unable to
deliver independently the size of the reduction recommended by the P C C . Furthemore, these
emission shares are expected to change a s a larger proportion of incremental emissions will corne

fiom newly industriahhg countries. Given the relatively srnail contribution any one country, or
even any one economic group of countries, &es

towards international emissions of GHGs, the

[PCCtarget will ody be achieved with the participation of rnany countnes whch include both
developed and developing nations.

l9 Barrett [1992] page 15: Table 1.1, compilai h m Worid Resources Instinite

2.3

Diversity Between Developed and Developing Corntries

Abatement opportunities diner across c o u d e s as each economic region has a dinerent existing
technological base, energy market structure, aMilability of indigenous fuels and differences in
labour c ~ s t s . Thae
~ ~ issues are recognized in the FCCC. Given the challenges in recogniang
the diversity between all corntries, the FCCC grouped signatories according to their economic
classification (i.e. deveioped versus dweloping). The FCCC requested common cofnmitrnents

among signatories of a common group but differentiated the c o ~ e n t between
s
the groups.
The reason for doing so was to assign the lead responsibihy in combatmg climaîe change to the
developed couniries. However, the distinction is us&

as developed and developing countries, in

addition to their economic divenities, possess distinct diBerences in îheir cos& and ben&

of

GHG abaternent.

Consider the benefits to be derived fkom intermûonai GHG abaiement. It is possible to argue

that the marginal abatement benefit curve will be lower for developing countries, holding ail else
constant. Barrett [1992] maka the argument that poorer countries, by Whie of their lower

incornes, have less to lose from the global warniing than rich

Furthemore, poorer

countries probably discount the h r e at a higher rate than ncher countries. The result of hgher
discounting is that poor countries wiH view the benefits fiom slowing global wamiing as s d e r

than ncher countnes which would be expeaed to discount the welfare of their h r e cttkens at a
lower

Overail, it is expected that the developed country will aüach a higher value to the

benefits fiom GHG abatement,in cornparison to developing countries.

With respect to the cost of GHG abatement it is more difficult to make generalirauons.
Abatement opportunities dBer widely across countries, even withui developed countxies.

However, it has been noted that lower cost opportunities for reducing GHG ernissions may be
20 Jackson [1995],pg 123

2 i Bama [1992],pg21
22 This argument is made by both Barretî [1992]pg 21 and Wilman 119921,pg 4

found in developing countries fiom the removal of heavy fossil &el subsidies and the use of
knom technology to irnprove currently fuel inacient fà~ilities.~~
Further, Iower labour costs
and iow cost GHG sinks further contribute to msts of abatement in the deveIoping world being
less than those in the developed nations. Finally, the iàct that pilot JI projects are bemg
undertaken by developed country companies in developing nations provides evidence that
developing countries are perceived to ofkr iess expensive opportunities for GHG abaiement.
. .

Walker and Franz [1994] see the recent develupment of JI as an "admission by the i n d u s û d m d
countries that the w
s
t of GHG abamnent within their own territory is not cheap despite previous
claims by many environrnentalists". The popular press suggests ifdeveloped nations were able
to d u c e ernissions wherever in the world it was cheapest to do so, their costs codd be reduced

by 70%.24

Despite the diversity between participants to an international agreement to abate GHG ernissions,
cornparison of countries suggests developed countries will possess higher costs of GHG
abatement and higher benefits of GHG abatement. This irnpties developed countriw may be

characterized as high cost and hi& benel3 wutries and developing countries as possessing low
corn and low benefits, with respect to the abatement of GHGs.

23 This argument is made by Cox [1991], Wilman [I992],pg 5
24 Science and Technology [1997], pg 89

CHAPTER THREE

TWE FCCC AND JI

3.1

Evolution of the FCCC

ï h e discovery of the greenhouse & k t and the prirnary gases took place hundreds of years ago.
However, a multitude of scient& studies detailing climate modeling and forecasting impacts of
growing concentrations of GHGs did not take place uutii the 1980's. In 1988, the United Nations
Environment Programme and World Meteorological Organization created the IPCC to bring
together several thousand lead~ngscientists involved in the study of clirnaîe change, its expected
impacts and necessary responses.

The conclusions of the IPCC becarne well-known after being presented to the second World
Climate Conference in Geneva in 1990 at the Ministerial Declaration. In Decernber of 1990, an

lntergovernrnental Negotiating Cornmittee (WC) of governent representatives was established
under the United Nations to draft a legally binding climate treaty. Although the P C C report had
concluded that a 60-80% reduction of CO-,emissions was needed to stabilize aimospheric
concentrations, the strongest proposal considered by the INC was to fieeze CO2emissions at
1990 levels by the year 2000.

The text of the climate treaty was carrieci forward for signature to the United Nations Conference

on the Environment and Development at Rio de Janeiro in June of 1992 (Earth Surnmit). The
principal aim of the so-called Earth Summit was to show the way to a new global strategy for
reconciling development needs with environmentai protection. One of the key results of the
Surnmit was the signing of the FCCC. in June 1992, the FCCC was signe- by 154 states and the
European Comrnunity, to carry forth the convention's ultimate objective, the " s t a b h t i o n of

GHG concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that wouid prevent dangerous antbropogenic
interference with the climate system".

The cornmon commiûnenis which aii signatories accept upon raûfjmg the FCCC are delineated

in article 4.1 (a) to (j)and in summary reflect eaci~states responsibdrty to adopt national
programmes for mitigating ciimate change; to deveIop adaptaûon strategies; to promote the
sustainable management and conservation of GHG sinks; to fake ciimate change intO account
when setting relevant social, economic and environmental policies; to cooperate in technical,
scientific and education matters; and to promote scientific research and the exchange of
inf0don.2~

DEerentiated commitments for caîegories of staks were designeci to assign the lead to developed
nations for combathg clirnate change. This provision recognized that the current concern over
increased levels of atmospheric concentrations was the resdt of the historiai development of the
curent industriaiized countries. Every developed country and country with economy in transition
(or Annex-1 comtry) by ratiS.uig the FCCC made the foilo\vhg two commitrnents as identifieci in
Article 4.2 (a) and (b).26
...[to] adopt national policies and take corresponding measures on the mitigation of
clirnate change by lirnithg its anthropogenic emissions of GHGs and protecting and

enhancing its GHG sinks and reservoirs.. .consistent with the objective of the Convention,
rwgnizing that the return by the end of the present decade to earlier levels of
anthropogenic emissions of ... GHGs ... would contribute to such modification... These
parties may implement such policies and measures jointIy with other Parties and may
assist other Parties in conmbuting to the achievement of the objective of the Convention
and, in parcicular, of the subparagraph;

...[to] cornrnunicate, w i t . six months of îhe entry onto force of the Convention for it
and periodically thereafter ... detded information on its policies and measures .... with
the aim of returning individually or jointly to their 1990 levels of these anthropogenic
emissions of ... GHGs ...27

25 Framework Convention on Climate Change, as reprinted in Kuik, O. et ai [ 19941

Annex-I counnies are OECD members and countries that are in transition to a market economy.
Amex-II counuies are strictly OECD members. This thesis utilizes the k m "developed countries" for
ease of exposition to refer to Annex-1 couutries.
27 Framework Convention on Climate Change, as reprinted in Ku& O. et al [1994]
26

3.2

Joint lmplementation

To improve the cost effectiveness of i n t e d o n a l GHG abaiement and enmurage nations to
undertake GHG abatement cornmitments, the concept of "'joint implementation" (JI) was
inwrporaîed into the FCCC. JI appean in Amcle 4.2 (a), and the concept enables states,which
have made commianents under the FCCC,the option to partiaily meet their GHG targets by

invedng in net GHG reducing projats in separate states. Through JI, developed countries,

possessing often the highest cost alternatives for GHG abatement, could achieve a portion of their
target by invesûng in GHG reduction projects in other developed or developing counmes.

JI

projects would maintain the FCCC objective to stabilize GHG emissions as carbon dioxide rnay

be wnsidered a perfectly mixed poilutant. This Unplies the earth's atmosphere is no better off if
one tonne of carbon dioxide is removed from the atmosphere over Peru vernis Canada.

Despite the inclusion of JI in the FCCC,it has been decided that JI projezts wili not be permiaed
to count towards the commitments which deveIoped c o n t r i a have already made for the year

2000. As there is M e documentation in the FCCC to indicate how exactly JI is to be defined, by

whom it will be &ed

ou& or the means whereby it will ensure that the airn of cost-effe~aveness

is achieved, JI projects are not presently credited towards developed country's year 2000
conunitx-nent~.~~
After the FCCC has had the opporhuiity to assess the results fiom a
demomtmtion phase of pilot JI projects, its role in combahng c

W change wili be reassessed.

Presentiy, JI activities are being undertaken as pilot initiatives by a number of developed and

developing couniries in an effort to provide real world experience and to assist in establishuig an
empirical bais for considering JI projects as credits towards country cornmiîments. The debate

surroundhg the use of II and a current update of JI aaivities is discussed in Chapter 4 where a
review of the theoretid iiterature is provided.

28 Jackson 119951, pg i l 7

CHAPTER FOUR
REVlEW OF THE LITERATURE ON MARKET MECHANISMS, ECONOMIC

COOPERATION AND JI

The foundation of the mode1 presented in Chapter 5 is the literature pertaining to market

mechanisms, economic cooperation and the irnplernentation of JI between couutries. The iiterature
provides the bais for understanding the role sidepayment policies, such as

have in developing

further international cooperation.
4.1

Market Mechanisms and Environmental Regdation

Traditiody, cornrnand and control regdation has been the dominant approach for protecting
environmentaJ quality. The cornerstones of the federal environmental poiicy in the United States,
the Amendments to the Clean Air Act in 1970 and to the Ckan Water Act in 1972 explicitly
prohibited the w e i g b g of benefits against costs in the setting of environmental standards.29
However, the imposition of emission levels andor specific technologies has not dowed firrns to

seek the lowest wst alternatives to meeting the regulaîioos. Regdatory standards require al1
polluten to meet the same standard of emission control regardless of the costs of control. in
contrast market based mechanisms such as emission taxes and tradeable emission allowances
work through market prices, providing a clear signal to producers and consumers to control
emissions at Ieast cost to the cornrnunity.

in 199 1, Tietenberg providecl a sumrnary of anpirical studies on the wst advantage of wntrolling
air pollution with least cost methods over traditional command and control. This study found that

lem cost (market based) methods were 1.07 to 22 rimes more cost effective than command and
control methods.30 in an increasingly giobal economy, the custs associate.~ i t traditional
h

29 Cropper and Oates. [1992], pg 675
30 Stavins [1994] points out that it would have ben more appropriate to compare a
opposed ta potential

d cost savings as

environmental regdation motivateci the exploration of more flexible systerns to d o w fims to
pursue cost effective, market based alternatives.

In theory, and under othenvise perfèctiy cornpetitive market çondmons, marketable ernission
perrnits are a fuily quivalent altemative to unit taxes. Both policies cafiont poiluting agents with
a '>rice" qua1 to the marginal cost of the polluûng activities to induce them to internalize at the
margin the hli social costs of their activities31 in the 1960's the idea of using m e r a b l e

discharge pennits to distribute the burden of poilution control was put forward by Crocker (19661
followed by Dales [1968]. Four years laîer, Montgomery [1972] rigorously proved that such a
systern could,

in theoq, provide an efficient policy alternative for poiiution wntrol. Today there is

growing support for economic incentives, visible fiom favorable trament in popular business and
environmental press, and incorporateci into core strategïes of public environmental organizahon~.~~

4.12

Market Mechanisms and GHG Abatment

Given the potential for an international carbon tax or a system of tradeable pennits to achieve costeffective ernission reductions the examination of these concepts and their ability to conûibute to
reductions of GHGs has been widely discussed.

Price has long been recogmzed by economists as one of the most powerful tools available for
affecting demand. However, there are many issues associated with establishing an environmental

pricing and carbon taxes are no exception to this mle. Many have analyzed alternative operational
structures for an international carbon tax and the factors that could adversely affect its ability to
eff&vely çontrol ernissions, these include Gmbb [1989], Pearce [1991], Shah and Larsen (19921
Cnossen and Voiiebergh [1992], Bertram, Stroombergen and Temy [1993] among others. The
troubling issue of energy taxes being largely regressive, dispropomonately affecang the poor, bas

Cropper and Oates [1988]
32 Tietenberg [1991], pg 267

been discussed by Gmbb [1989]. Despite ongoiog debate, carbon tax proposals are rampant

throughout the OECD and some corntries have already irnposed a carbon tax (including Finiand,
the Netherhds and Sweden).33 New Zealand bas undertaken extensive modehg of how a carbon
tax

can deliver environmental gains while preserving or enhancing the economy's performance.34

However, as Barrett [ 19921 points ouq aii of these taxes are modest in cornparison with the lwel of
tax h t would be required to d

e substantial reductions in CO2 emissions.

Whde regionai and national governments are most hrdiar with the imposition of taxes, Grubb
[1989] questioned whether the application of carbon taxes is the way to reduce international

emissions of GHG.3' While the familianty corntries have with the imposition of taxes rnay rnake a
carbon tax appear as one of the easiest agreements to negotiate. it presents a number of
implernentation challenges. Generai difficulties include resolving the socid impacts associated
with energy pricuig as weii as the presence of imperfect markets.36 An agreement on carbon taxes,

in a world of very dinerent economic and poiitid systems, which in many cases do not reflect reaI
costs is another challenge. Further, handing over the wntrol and allocation of the large fun&

coiiected fiom carbon taxes is in conflict with the country sovereiw. Given these difficulties,
Gmbb was one of the first to argue that by iàr the most promising approach is a tradeabte permit

system in which counmes have an d u i t per capita entitiernentto emit carbon. This is forrnalized
via carbon permits which can be leased in return for technical assistance for aiduig development.

Grubb argued ihis is the most practical and ethical approach, as countries rerain sovereign control
over the nature of the associated tramfers, thus reducing the need for an international
burea~cracy.~'

33 Barrett [1992],pg 25
34 Bertram et al [1993]
35 Grubb [1989],pg 29
36 Grubb [1989],pg 30
37 Grubb [1989],pg 41

There is much debate over the equity and efiiciency consideraiions in the distribution of GHG
emission pemits. In 1994, Larsen and Shaw examineci the fèasibdity of four altermiive tradeable
permit distributions to stabilize global carbon dioxide ernissions at 1987 levels by the year 2000.
Their results suggested an allocation by population would likely be unacceptable to most rniddle
income countries as well as to emerging market economies because of the large net msts involved.
For example, OECD countries rnay be reluctant to a global treaty based on a permit docation by
population as their net costs were forecast to be 1% of GDP. Larsen and Shaw found the
distribution which is most Likely to induce the broadest participation is that which distributes
permits to each non-OECD country equivdent to its projected baseline ernissions, and to OECD
coutries, permits equal to the wodd emissions target minus the permit allocations to the nonOECD countries. Under this allocation, the net costs to the OECD countries would be ody one-

half of the costs of unilaterai OECD reductiom and OECD wuutries would s t d participate in

GHG abatement.

While the literature continues to debate e q u q considerations in the distribution of GHG emission

permits, equally important is an understandmg of the factors which affect the efficiency of permit
systems. The performance of marketable permit system, in terrns of their wst savings and impact
on environmental quahp, udl be affected by several crucial factors, d i c h are largely outside the
scope of traditional economic analysis. Hahn and Hester [1989] found economic, political,
institutional and technological tactors ail have the potential to have a major impact on both the
structure and performance of permit markets. Papers that have discussed the ethicai, monitoring
and verification issues include among others Grubb [1989], Victor [1990, 19911, Oates and
Portney [l99 11, Haites [l99 11 and Bertram [1992]. Most relevant to this thesis is the work by
Stavins [ 19941 who incorporated the presence oftmwction costs, which are typically assumed

away, within a mode1 of tradeable pennit activity.

Stavins ideniiiïed thtee potential sources of transaction wsts in t d e a b l e permit markets, i) search
and information, ü) bargainrng and decision and üi) monitoring and entor~ement.~~
He showed

that when these costs are associated with the exchange of permis, the trading levels are reduced,
abatement cos& are increased and in some cases the equiiibnum permit allocations and associated
aggregate control costs are sensitive to the initial permit distxibutions. Therefore, both the equity

and efficienq of a permit system may be affected by the presence of transaction costs.

Furthermore, the analysis of tradeable pemiits typically begins with the assumption that
cooperatioo is already achieved regarchg the ernissions cap and initial distribution. The 5 year
history of international discrissions regarding GHG abatement s u g g m that fuii cooperation or
consensus is unlikely. The authontarian approach of assigning global emission ceilings and an

initial distribution of permits is c o n t . to the sovereign governent of many w u n t r i e ~While
.~~
anaiysis continues in the area of tradeabie emission permits, the impact of transaction costs and
recognition of the challenges in generating wnsensus regvding emission permits and global
emission ceilings natudy leads one to consider alternative f o m of agreement with regards to
international GHG abatement.

Gmbb [I989]considered lesser f o m of full global agreement in %hichs d e r groups of

countries reach consensus on abatement masures or targets. He reasoned these types of
agreements would likely be much easier to acheve as far féwer corntries would be involved, they
might have much more in comrnon both economicaiiy and politically and there might be existing
institutions whch wuld be used. These agreements would have the potentiai to lead eventually
towards a global agreement. Furthermore, the overwhelrning complexily of target-sethg
agreements would be greatly reduced if global negotiations were conducteci ammg a few regonal
bodies, who would return fiom the negotiating table with overail targets to be allocated among

member couutries in separate discussions. Rmtz [1995], has recently argued that an international
agreement on the implementation of a CO2 entitlement system without introductory measures is

quite improbabIe and proposed introducing the use of JI in a step wise marner.

In the case of GHG abatement, real world experience has shown that international cooperation will
develop gradualiy. The most recent step towards mitigatkig emissions of GHG bas been to extract

abatement comdments fiom developed countries thtough the signing of the FCCC. These
cornmiments were obtainable, unlike a global consensus on emission caps and permit disbibution.

4.3

Economic Cooperation

A number of papers have analyzed the challenges of establishing international consensus on rargets
to reduce GHG emissions. Theoretical ideas of cooperation which pertain to this thesis were
developed and discussed by Oison [1977], Barrett [1991,1992,1994] and W i h [1992] and form
the bais for the models presented in this thesis.

Many of the basic ideas related to cooperation were discussed by Mancur Olson [1977], who
showed that the existence of a large group with a comrnon interest does not autornaticaiiy give rise
to cooperative action. Olson argueci that the larger the group, the fàrther it wiU fidl short of
pr0vid.q an optimal amount of the coUective goocLa As the site of the group increases, the share
of the total benefit going to any one individual declines while transaction costç in~rease.~~
Therefore, only a separate and selective incentive wiU stimulate a rational individuai in a large
group to act in a group-oriented ~ a y These
. ~ incentives
~
need not be restricted to econornic
incentives as Oison sees individuals as being motivated by a wide range of sociai and psychological
objectives. However, Olson considers social incentives important mainly only in s

40 Olson [1977], pg 3 5
41 Olson [1977], pg 48
42 Olson [1977],pg5 1

d groups.

Barrett [1994] aiso examined the issue of group size amongst homogaious couniries. His analysis
showed tbat the fully cooperative outmme c m be sustained by a large number of countries but

only when the gains in temu of global net benefits fiom such action is smail. If the abatement

gains fiom cooperating are miall, so are the net gains from deviating from the agreement. When
the abatement gains fiom cooperation are large, cooperation c m oniy be sustained by a few

countries or possibly none at aii as the incentives to fiee ride on the actions of others are great.
With the use of d i a g m s , Barrett showed the abatement gains from cooperation are detennined by
the characteristic of the environmentai problem in que~tion.~3
His reasoning is illustrateci in figures
1,2 and 3

Barrett considerd the potential abatement gain from cooperation to be the Merence between the

cooperative abatement level ( QG)
and the non-cooperative abatement level ( Q" ). Barreti
identifid the factor which determines the magnitude of the potential abatement gain as the ratio
between the steepness of each country's marginal cost curve ( C ) and the steepness of the giobal

marginal benefit curve (b ). Ifthe ratio of c 1b is high, the Merence between
be s

QGand Q"

will

d and close to zero. T h rnay be the case where there is a poiiutant that is very costly to

control and the abating of such a pollutant yields littie or no benefits. In tbis case, Little abaternent
will occur in the non-cooperative case and even with cooperation, abatement wdi be minimal. Lf

c l b is low, there will be very Linle Merence between

ocand Q"

as countries will be willuig

to abate large leveis of the pollutant independently. This would reflect a pollutant being very
inexpensive to control relative to the large benefits that accrue from controlling it. Barrett ( 1993]
suggests that the issue of global wamiing is characterized by either a large c and srnail b or a

large c and large b implying there are large gains from negotiaîing cooperative abatement."

43 B m t t [1993]
44 Barrett [1992], pg 35

Three scenarios depicted below in figures 1,2 and 3, illustrate Barrett's ihmry. The a b m e n t
IeveI which occurs in a situation of nonaoperation is determineci by the point of intersection
between each country's m a r p d cost curve and marginal bendit curve and is i n d i c d in the

diagrams with

Q*. When wuntries cooperate, abatement will increase as each country will rake

into consideration the global bene*

fiom undertakiag abatement. In this case, each county's

abatement level is determinecl by the intersection between its marginal cost curve and the global
margrnal benefit cuwe, indicated in the diagrams with

oc.

Figure 1 Abatement Gains if e/b =1
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Global Abatement

Figure 2 Abatement Gains if ch is Smaii
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marginal cost curve

\r

Global Abatement
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Figure 3 Abatement Gains if c h is Large
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However, this anaiysis assumes coutries possess identical costs and benefits of abaternent. if this
same analysis is to be applied to the case of GHG ernissions, the diversity between deveioped and
developing countries must be incorporated.

Wilman [1992], reIaxed the assumption of identical corntries and in the wntext of a game theoretic
approach, examineci the problem of attaking international cooperation to reduce carbon dioxide
ernissions. Wilman differentiated between two groups of coutries, one which was assumed to
possess hi& costs and high bendts fiom abatement, the other which possessed low costs and low
benefits of abatement. Starhng from a non-cooperative Nash equilibrium, a tradeable permit
systern is introduced and couniries must agree on an aggregate level of ernissions reduction and the

initial allocation of the perrnits. The analysis showed that the ease with which this agreement is
obtained will depend upon how different the countries' benefits and cost fiinctions are. Most
relevant to this thesis is Wilman's conclusion h t large ciifferences between coutries net benefits
from abatement wiii result in no allocation of the public good abaternent (

oc)without

sidepaymenîs which wiii Ieave no country worse off. As it is possible to define JI as a form of
sidepayment meciianism, W h ' s work provides the methodology for assessing the conditions
under which Ji is necessary to ackeve the public good level of abatement presented in Chapters 5
and 6.

4.4

Ji - Theory and Prsicîice

One of the obstacles to generating international cooperation over reducing GHG emissions is the
potentiaily high costs associaîed with abment. JI was irmoduced to improve the w s t
effdveness of international GHG abatement by dowing parties to the FCCC to pursue their
abaternent comrnitments viîh other signatories In theory, countries which possessed high costs of
abatement would have the opportunity to p w h a s e GHG reductions fiom countries with lower
costs. However, II projects are not permmed to count towards country abatement wmmitments

and given the intense debate which bas developed over JI in international forums, it is not certain
whether or not II will survive as a mechanism for wmbating climate change.45

Frorn an economic perspective, the attractiveness of JI is the potential for JI projects to becorne
tradeable assets, leading into a systern of fùily tradeable emission permiîs. With a system of
tradeable ernission permits, market price signais provide the means to rninunizing the costs of GHG
abatement. However, there is much debate over whether Ji projects should munt as GHG
reduction credits towards the abatement cornmitmens of developed countries. Most centrai to the
debate over JI is the issue of responsibrlrty. Developing countnes, which are at the beginning
stages of developrnent, feel they sbould uot be unduly punished for GHG emissions. It is the

opinion of many developing comhies that the problem of atmospheric GHG emissions is due to
deveioped countries having utilized too much of the airspace. Therefore, the developed countries
shouid be required to do al1 the abatement. However, developing countries wiil be largely
responsible for future ernissions growth and fiom a global perspective, GHG abatement wsts
. . .

would be minimized if developed countries are able to pursue abatement opportunities wherever it
was cheapest to do so.

While the debate over JI ensues, a number of international developments which support the
developrnent of JI and tradeable GHG aiiowances have evoived independent of the FCCC. In

45

Tattenbach [1997], pg 2

1993, it was reporteci thar a major U.S.based electricity generating corporation (New Engiand
Power) haâ invested b d s in controhg the process of logging forest in Malaysia to reduce the
environmental damage and carbon release due to 10gging.~~
Funds were docated for training
crews in reduced-impact logging techniqua and for applying these techniques to the Forest

Reserves in Sabah, Malaysia. Since April 1993,Sweden has dispensed more than $39.64 d o n

US.in environmental aid to the Baitic States.47 The fun& have been aliocated to converhg
heavy fuel oil-buming boilers to biomass and to fiaance the application of energy efficient

technologies in aparûnent buildmgs and heatiDg plants. Despite no formai international credits for
projects which yieid net reductions in GHG emissions, developed countries are conhuing to

pume investments Ui developing countries which offer a low cost means to reducing emissions of

GHGs.

In addition to ernergence of pilot JI projects, support for the development of d e a b l e GHG
aiiowances has been firrthered with the fint trade involving carbon dioxide, the sale of carbon

permits by the Costa Rican Govemment to Cenm Financial and the inauguration of a Policy

Forum on GHG Ernissions Trading. In January 1995, one of the nrst trades involwig carbon
dioxide took place betwecn Arizona Public SeMce Company (APS) and Niagara Mohawk Power

Corporation. Under the agreement, APS traded 25,000 suffir dioxide dowances to Niagara

Mohawk in exchange for 1.75 million tons of carbon dioxide reductions recorded with the US.
Department of Energy4* In May 1997, the Cost Rican Goverment began issuing Certifiable

Tradable Offsets (CTO's) to the internationai market. 49 Each issued CTO represents the reduced
ernission imo the atmosphere of one metric ton of carbon. Centre Financial made the nrst U.S.
purchase of CTOs in the amount of 1,000 metric tons of carbon (eqiialing the average annuai

carbon emissions of 900 U. S. cars) and plans to ûade the CTOs on the Chicago stock exchange. In

46 Pu~andPioard[19931

47 Lofkkdt, Sepp and Keiiy, 119961, pg 18
48 Environmental Manager [ 19951
49 Earth C o u d [1997

hopes of preserving and regenerating its national environmenf the Costa Rican Govemrnent intends
to seii approximately 15 million rneuic tons of CTO's. Recently, in June 1997, 50 senior policy

maken and corporate executives eom dïBrent regions of the world met to inaugurate a Policy
Forum on GHG emissions trading.SO The Forum will assist interesteci corntries to examine the
technicd issues and practical steps involved in serMg up a iimited-scale international GHG tradiog
system, possibly starting with a few interested ~ountries.~~
The target date for launching the

emissions market is set for early 2000. The combined initiatives undertaken by private cornpariles,
policy groups and select goveniments are tbe driving force behind the development of aadeable
GHG aiiowaaces.

s0 United Nations Conférence on Trade and Development [1997]
j1 Joshua [1997]

CHAPTER FiVE
AN ILLUSTRATIVE TWO C O m Y MODEL

A two country Cournot model with one developed and one developing country, is presented to

illustrate a methodology for assessing the gains from achieving the sociaily optimal level of
abatement and determine whether a poticy of JI is necessary to achieve these gains. The net benefit
ftnctions have been derived fiom Barretc (1992, 19941while the anaiysis and approach is based on
work developed by W

i [1992]. it is assumed couniries wiil choose to cooperate when

woperation results in a positive change in net ben&

over non-çooperation. This mode1 does not

address the issue of free-riding - one country reneghg its commitments assurnitg the other country
wdl continue to abate.

5.1

The Model

Let the following functions, NB,,

NB,

be represencative of one developed and one developing

country's net benefits of GHG abatement.s4

55

o2

&(a@
Equation2:

NB,

=

N

L)
2

--

2

where N=2 and a is a positive parameter. The variable b refiects the steepness of the global

marginal benefit curve and c reflects the steepness of each country's marginal cost curve.
developed and developing abatement is represented by q, , q, respectively and

represents tow

54 The derivation of the net beneiït functions is provided in Appendix A
55 The parameter subscripts. A and NA refer to Annex 1and non-Annexed countries. For ease of
exposition, the text utilizes the terms developed and developing to refer loosely to A M ~ X
1 and nonAnnexe. countries.

abaîernent where

Q = q, +q,

. The parameter 6 d e c t s the ratio betwecm the developed and

developing country's costs of abaternent and benefïts of abaîement. It is assumed the developed
cos& and benefits of abatement always equal or exceed the developing costs and bendts of

abatement such that O I6 1 1.s6

5.2

Soiving the 2 Country ModelS7

if no cooperation exists between the two couutries, each country is assumed to act according to the

Cournot mode1 of oligopoly. Each country will select its abatemmt (q," or

qL ) to rnaxirnize its

own net ben&ts, takmg the other country's abatement as given, with y = c/b . The Nash

equilibrium, two-country non-cooperative aggregate abatement level, (3," ,is:

Equation 3:

a

Q,nc = (1 + Y )

n e r e is also a sociaiiy opthai level of GHG abatmnent which is derived by assuming the
countries maxunize their collective net ben*.

The socially optimal level of GHG abaternent is

shown in Equation 4:

Equation 4:

a(1 + 4'
';=2&+8+26+1

To determine whether JI is necessary to induce the cooperation required to achieve
benciimark,

Q,"",is used.

The amount q"

o,',a

is the level of abatement by the developed country

which will give it the same net bene& level as at the non-cooperaîive equilibrium, while holding the
aggregate abamnent at

Q,6 ( s e Figure 4). The amount q"

developing wuntry, The

is determirxed similarly for the

abatement Q2-is the sum of q"

and q"

.

It can be

56 For reference. see the discussion entitied "The Diversity Berween Developed and Developing
Countries" in Chapter 2

57 The derivation of aU equations associated with the two country mode1 is provided in Appendix B

Ifthe value of

a policy of JI is considerd necessary to achieve the socially
exceeds QF,

optimal level of abatement. W i o u t JI, any ailocation of QS would leave one country worse off

tban if*

were not to cooperate. Ooly when neither country is made worse off d both

cuunPies consider cooperating to achieve the socidy optimal level of abatement.

Figure 4 iUustrates the two countq model for a case where coutries are identid and @p
The diagram rdects the non-cooperative abatement lwels (q, ,q, ),the maximum abatement
allocations of Qi for each country ( q"

AB,,AB,

.

,q"

) and the nonumperative levels of net benefits,

The line "4
'' r d e c t s aii possible aiiocaiions of the hlly cooperative level of

abatement between the developed and developing couutries wMe the symbol
m h k k h g ailocation of

represents the cost

Q: . The solutions for Qr
, Qy are d s o labeled.

The lem formed by the intersection of the net benefit ftnctxons contains the docations of
abatwent which constitute a Pareto Irnprovement over the non-cooperative equilibrïum. A Pareto
Irnproved allocation of abatement is a level of abatement which leaves both corntries better off
from achieving it. If one of the possible ailocations of the socially optimal level of abatement
e x 4 the
(represented by the line ab ) lies widiin the lens of Pareto Improvements, Q2-d

,

value of Q;and the use of JI to achieve

is not necwsary. Lfdpossible aiiocations of the

socially optimal level of abatement lie outside the lem,

Q; >oFand a poky ofn 1s n e c a s q to

achieve Q:. Figure 5 shows a case where 6 =0.25 and Q;>Q2-.
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Evaiuating the Model

Specifying values for the model parameters permits analysis of the gains from cooperation and the
role JI play in a m m ï q these gains. It is assumed the values for a,b, c are those specified by
Barrett [1992] where a= LOO, b=l and c=35. Aside fiom the howledge that 6 , which rneasures

the ciifferences becween countries abatement net benefits, will be Iess than 1, its precise value is
not known. However. there is evidence to suggesl thaî abaiement costs are lower in developing
cuunûies. The fàct that developing countries are a l d y hosting pilot JI projects undertaken by
mmpanies in deveioped countries is an indicaiion that developing nations offer relahvely less
expensive opportunities for GHG abatement. Further, one may expect the developed country's
marginal wst curve to rise more quickly as there exist fewer low cost aitematives for GHG

abatement. For the purpose of evaluating the model it is assumed 6=0.25. This implies the
abatement costs in the developing country are !4 of the abatement costs in the developed country
and the abatement benefits in the developing country are % the abatement benefits in the developed
country.

The ratio between the steepness of the marginal cost fimction, c ,and the steepness of the global

mars ben&

curve, b ,is represented by y . Bmett [1992] proposed for the case of GHG

abatmen?, that y d be large and assumed a value of 35 with b = 1 and c = 35. The argument
for y king greater than 1 is strong. An additional argument for y being large is that abatement
costs are incurred today while abatement bene&, which are received in the future, are discounteci.

Table 4 sumniarizes the solutions to the two country mode1 evaluated with these assumptions. The
table shows that the socially optimal level of abatement (Q,")
is almost t h e times the level of
abatement expected for the nonaperative outcorne (8.20 versus 2.78). In addition, the table
shows

o,' is not achievable without Ji as Q,"
w

(8.20 exceeds 8.14). There is no docation

of 8.20 units of abatement between the two couutries tbat will l a v e both witb at least the net
benefits they had at the non-cmperative equilibrium. This is p h d y illustrated by table 4 with

the net benefits for the deveIoping country being negahve.

The developing country's net benefits are reduced 115.66 uni& (25.80- (-89.96)) from moving to
the cost minimining allocation of the socially optimal level of abatement (42,q, ). It is assumed
the deveioping countn; wiii not cooperate if it is made worse off. Thus,the question becornes
whether there exists an alternate allocation of
<

, such an allocation exists.

Q,'which leaves neither country worse off. if oc

if Q,C w QF" , no reallocation of (2: will leave both countries

no worse off and Ji is necessary to induce cooperation. With the parameter values assumed, the
value of

& exceah Qax:

and in this case, a policy of JI is necessary to induce the cooperation to

achieve the socially optimal level of abatement.

Table 4

Two Country Mode1 164.25, y =35]

No

Soùally

Cooperation

Optimal

-

- - -

--

ABATEMENT

developed
developing

1.399
1.399

1
1

1.64

6.56

1

BENEFIT

developed
developing
TOTAL

135.03
3424

376.24
98.26

169.27

474.50

33.76
8.44

47.03
188.12

4220

235.15

COSTS

developed
developing
TOTAL

NET BENEFLTS
developed
developing
TOTAL

10127
25.80

127.07

1
1

+

329.21
-89.86

239.35

IUustrating the Model

5.4

Figures 5 and 6 provide an illustration of the two country model. Figure 5 represents the model
results summarized in table 4. Figure 6 presents an alternate scenario of the two country model,
assuming a larger value for S. ( S = O . Z in figure 5,6 4 . 50 in figure 6).

Figure 5, withS = 025, implies the developing country's costs of abatement are K the size of the
developed country's costs and the developing benefits of abaiement are % the size of the developed
country's. In this scenario, table 4 shows

Q,'>Q,"" ,implying al1 possible allocations of the

sociaily optimal level of abatement (line A)
lie outside the lem of Pareto Improvernents. As
it is assurneci no country wiil consider cooperating if it is made worse off than it would be without

cooperating, Q,' will not be achieved by any sharing of the abatement burden between the two
countries. Only if the use of JI is permrüed will it be possible to abaie the socially optimal level

Q;

*

Table 4 shows that the cost minirnizing aiiocation of the socialiy opûmai solution, has the
developing country abating 6.56 units and the developed country abating 1.64 units. if the
developing country were to undertake these levels of abatement it wouid be made worse off than if
are reduced fiom 25.80 when not mperabng to -89.86 at the

it were not to cooperate (net ben&
cost minimizing allocation of

Q,").
Thus, it would be expected the deveIoping country would not

agree to deiiver 6.5 6 units of GHG abatement. If the value for

possible allocations of

Q,'> Q,"" (8 -20versus 8.14), a 1

Q,'d lie outside the lem of Pareto Improvements and it will not be

possible to define any ailocarion of the socially optimal levei of abatement

of (hue

ab

>) in

such a way as to leave neither country worse off. OnIy if Ji is permitfed so that the developed

country is able to cornpensate the developing country for undertaking greater levels of abatement,
wiii Q,' be attainable. The higher cost developed country will pay less for abatement and the

lower benefit developing country will receive larger gains.
Two Country Case with 6 =a25
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Whether JI is necessary will depend on the extent of the differences between countries (represented
by 6).This is illustrated where the Merences between the developed and developing countries are

not as great, with 6 = 050 . Table 5 sumrnarizes the solutions to the two country mode1 with the
change in the assumed value of S.

Table 5

Two Country Modei S

[

m [6=0.50, y=35]

Coopention

1

I

optimal

ABATEMENT

developed
developing
TOTAL

2.013
4.027

1.399
1.399

0:

0;=6.040

=2.78

BENErn

developed
developing
TOTAL
COSTS
33.76
16-88

developed
developing
TOTAL
NET BENEFITS

50.64

developed
developing
TOTAL

101.27
51.60
15287

in table 5 , the sociaiiy optimal level of abatement

1
1

70.94
141.89
21283

[

1

212.83
4.56
217.39

Q,'= 6.040 units. The cost rninirnizing

docation (2,' has the developed country abating 2.0 13 units and the developing country abating
4.027 units. At this cost minimizing allocation, the developing country is made worse off,
evidenced by the loss in net benefits (reduced 6om 5 1A0 units at the non-cooperative solution to

4.56 units at the cost m h h k h g allocation). However, as the value of
exist a reallocation of

Q; wbich d

<Ozmat
,there does

l leave both couniries better off and JI d
i not be necessq to

achteve the sociaiiy opamal levei of abatement.

The reallocation would require that more abatement be undertaken by the developed country since
it is the developing country which is made worse off. For example, if

Qi were to be divided

e q d y between the developed and developing country, (each abating 3.O20 units), both the

developed and developing country would be made better off than at the non-cooperative
equilibrium. The developing countq's net ben&

would increase h m 5 1.60 to 66.64 and the

developed country's net b e n e would increase fiom 101.îî to 124.16 units. However, at this
.. .
allocation, the cost of achieving 0,' wouid not be rrmmud. Figure 6 provides an illusaation of
the case where

6 = 0.50.

oraxand there is an allocation of Ql
which lies in the lem of Pareto

h figure 6, QIc

hprovernents. Therefore, there exists an allocation of

Q,'which wiii leave neaher country worse

offwithout the use of JI,but the sociaüy optimal level of abatement will no longer be achieved at
the cost minimiPng allocation. in the case of 6 = 050 ,the use of JI would enable the aggregate
net benefits to be maximized, but it is not necessary to induce cooperation.
%i
6=
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Figures 5 and 6 illustrate that a critical determinant affecting whether Ji is necessary is the value of

S. The smaller the value of 6,the more likely that al1 possible allocations of the socialiy optimal
level of abamnent wiil be outside the lem and hence,

Q,'> Q,"".

5.5

SensitMty Analysis

The assurned parameter values determine both the size of the gains fiom cooperation as weIl as
whether JI is necessq to achieve these gains. As there exists uncertainty regarding the "me"
parameter values, this section denves the abatement gains ( Q,'- Q," ) and the detenninant for JI
( Q,'

- Q","

) in terms of the model parameter values and evaluates these differences over a

reasonable range of parameter values.

Consider the discrepancy between Q," and Q,", which represents the abatement gains from
mperation. in Barrett's anaiysis of uniform countries, the size of this discrepancy was found to
depend on the value of y . In this model of difEêrentiated countries, the size of the discrepancy
depends on the magnitude of the differences between corntries, represented by6, as well as the
value of y . The abatement gain is equal to:

The vaiue of y which maximizes the abamnent gain from cooperation is detemhed by:

Utilizrng ths equation, table 6 calculates how the maximum abatement gains fiom cooperation
varies with 6.

In the case of uniform countries ( 6 = 1), the model predicts the abatement gain fiom negotiating the
public good solution will be the greatest when y

=fior close to 1 . To explain this result,

consider the case where y is large. This scenario exists when h a r d e s poiiutants (for whch b is

smalt) are increasingiy costly to control (pssessing a large c ). Under this scenario, even the

socially optimal solution will not cal1 for large abaiement levek. Thedore, the potentiai
abatement gains will be small. Altematively when y is s m d , suggesting hazardous poliutants
(for which b is large) that are cheap to control (for which c ts srnaii), couniries will want to abate
substantiai quantities of ernissions UniiakralIy. Therefore, negotiating the socially optimal level of
abatement solution will not contribute large levels of additional abatement. Only when the
potential damages are roughly equivaient to their control costs (y is close to 1) will the gains fiom

achieving the socially optimal level of abaiement be substantial, but this is also the case where the
k-riding problem is the greatest.

Table 6

Maximum Abatement Gain from Negotiating Q,'
Maximum
Abatement Gain

-g

. ..

(0,' - 0:)

Y

74.52
43.35
28.60
17.38
10.59
8.49
7.75
7.58

7.14
3.32

I

Relative Merences behveen
COuntIies

0.0 1
0.05
0.1

2.46

1.42
1.11
assumes a= 100, b= 1

(8)

1

0.8
1.O

As the ciifference between corntries increases ( 6 becornes d e r ) , two points becorne evident.

First, as 6 decreases in value, the larger is the y which m a x h b s the gains fiom cooperation.
To a certain extent, a larger y enhances the gains fiorn trade efféct in the socially opamal solution,
particularly when S is very srnail. Second, the srnaller the

6 the larger the potential abatement

gain from negotiating Q,'.The socialiy optimai solution effectively aggregates the countries into

one decision unit. As a single decision unit, the effect is to increase the level of abatement as the
unit no longer sees the pollutants as costly to control nor the damages fiorn pollutants as hannless.

Thedore, the p a t e r the di£krences between the counmes, the grtater the potential a b m e n t

gain fkom cooperating.

Figure 6 austrates a diminished value of 6 determines whether 0
25 iies inside or outside the lem of
Pareto preferred allocations. If Q,'lies outside the lens (

o,"> Q,"" ), Jl is necessary to encourage

the cooperation between two corntries to ensure neither country is made worse off fiom the
sociaiiy opûmai level of abatement. Table 7 calcuIates Q,',

and the value of the difference

between them across a range of 6 values.

Table 7

Role for Ji as 6 changes
Ratio between devdoped
and developing net benefits

(6)
0.0 1

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30

0.40
0.60
0.80

1.O0

The scenarios where JI is necessary to docate Qi are depicted by the discrepancy between

and

oy

ol being negative. Zn gened, JI is more Iikely to be necessary the srnalier the value for 6

This is an intuitive resuh, The calcuIation of

Q,'takes into consideration the benefits of aading

while the caiculation of Q,m"does not. Therefore, as the gains fiorn trading increase (the smaller
the

a),

the more likely that a policy of JI which facilitates trading will be necessary to achieve the

socially optimal level of abatement.

Examining the solutions for 0: and Q,m", one h d s tbat the value for both

6 and y will determine

whether the use of JI is necessary. Table 8 caldates Q,'and Q,"'corresponding

to a range of y ,

utilizing the same range of S values in table 7. Table 8 shows that a policy of JI is most likely to
be necessary the smaller the value of 6 , independent of the d u e y. However, with the discrete
range of y presented in table 8, JI is required only if

6 5 025 . This implies that the ciifference

between the developed and developing costs of abatement and the developed and developing
bene-

Table 8

of abatement must be equai to or greater than a ratio of 4: 1, before JI is necessary.

How

o,"-o,""Varies witb S and y

Relative differences
between counuies

6
0.01
0.05
o. 10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.40
0.60
0.80
1.O0

5.6

Two Country Mode1 Summary

This two country model of one developed and one deveioping country has presented a rnethodology
for assessing the gains fiom negotiating the socidy optimal level of abatement and the role JI play

in achieving these gains. From the analysis, two general trends are evident.

First, the abatement gain to be expected fiom negotiating the sociaiiy optimal level of abatement
and the ratio between the slopes of each
will depend on the diversity between countries (6)
country's marginal costs function and the giobal marginal benefit function. In the model, this ratio

is represented by y . In general, d cuunfnes are d o m (6=l), the abatement gaios fiom the

socidy optimal level of abatexnent will be maxùnized when this ratio is close to 1. As the

differences between corntries increase, the d u e of y which rnaxunizes the a b m e n t gain will
increase. Table 4 showed that whm the différences between couutries are great (6=0.01), the

value of y which maxLnizes the potentid gains nom cooperating is 7.14.

Second, when countries are very different (6is small), JI is a necessruy instrument to achieve the
socially optimal level of abatement. [fcountries are similar, (6 is large), the sociaüy opamal level
of abatement may be docated between the two countries without making either wunüy wone off

and without the use of JI. JI always provides a means to minimize the costs of achieving the
aggregate net benefits but when

6 is srnail, it is unlikely to be necessary to induce cooperation.

The next chapter examines how the potential abatement gains and role for JI changes as nages of
partial cooperation are introduced and the number of countries increases to the number of FCCC
signatones.

CHAPTER SIX
A MODEL OF GRADUAL INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

WITH MANY COUNTRIES

In Chapter 5, Ji was shown to represent not o d y a cost minimizing poiicy, but sometimes a
necessaxy one to achieve the gains fiom the socially optimal level of abatement. In this chapter, the

analysis is appiied to a model with s e v d countries in which cooperaîion between developed and
developing wuutries is assurned to take place gradually. The mode1 is used to assess the role for Ji
in furthering international cooperaiion to reduce GHG e m i s s i o n ~ . ~ ~

6.1

The N Country Model

The same net b e n ~ functions
t
speciiied, for the case of two cauntries in Chapter 5, are uthzed,

with N>2. Let the foliowing functiom, NB,, ,ABmr be representative of the net bene& of GHG
abatement for one developed and one developing country respe~tively.~~

58 It is assurned couritries wiU choose to cooperate when there is a positive change in net bendits fiom
cooperating over not cooperating. The model dœs not address the issue of h-riding - one country
reneging its cornmitment assuming the other country will continue abating.
59 The derivation of al1 equations associated with the two country mode1 is provided in Appendix C

As in the case of two countries, the first term of each equation refers to the country's benefits of

abatement, assumed to depend on the globaI abaîernent,

Q . Both a and b

are positive

parameters. The second t e m of each equation represents a country's abatement costs which are
assumed to depend only on its own abatement Iwel where q, is the developed country's abatement
and the parameter c represgts the slope of each country's marginai abaternent cost curve. The
ratio of developed abatement wsts to developùig abatement costs is represented by 8 where

O<S< 1.

The variable a,where O<

a! <1,

represents the propomon of developed countries. Thus, U N

equals the number of countries which are deveioped and (1-a)N, the number of developing
countries. The variable P, where O<P<l, represents the proportion of developing countries which
are cooperating to abate GHG ernissions. Thus P(1-a)N represents the number of developing
couutries choosing to abate cooperativeIy and (1-P)(l- a)N, the number of non-cooperating
developing countries. Aggregale net ben&

of abatement, where global abatement

Q = Q, + Q,, , + QNA,,for developed countries, cooperating developing countries and noncooperatmg developing corntries are represented by the following equations:

In Chapter 5, the analysis focused on the comparison ôetween no a p m i o n and the sociaiiy
optimal level of abatement. To date, only developed c o d e s have k e n required to undertake
cornrnitments to reduce GHG abaternent. It is assumed an international agreement requiring
abaternent cornrriiments fiom aii countries wili occur graddy, in a series of stages.

Drawing as much fiom possible the cooperaîive process estabLished with the FCCC,the N country
mode1 defines four stages through which deve!oped and developing corntries are assumed to
progress through before achieving the sociaiiy optimal level of abaternent. These four stages are
important to consider as the decision to participate in the next stage of cooperation will be
duenceci by the expected incremental gains from parcicipafion as opposed to the long rem gains

to be expected £iom achieving total cooperation.

Table 9

Stages of International Cooperation

No Cooperation

Developed Countries Cooperate

Developed Countries and P
developing countries cooperate

All countries cooperate
(Sociaiiy optùnal abatement)

Description of Stage
AU corntries are assumed to select the level of GHG abatement
which maximhs each couutries own net benefits. This
scemio acisted prior to the signing of the FCCC.
Currently, the FCCC requires abaternent comrnimients only
h m developed couritries. Stage 2 represaits the potential of
present FCCC agreement as it caldates the maximum
abatanait if oniy developed couutries c~operativelyredwe
GHG emissions.

This case may be considered to the next stage of the FCCC. It is
developing
assumed 100% of deveIoped countries and
couutries undertake commitments to abate GHG emissions. As
developing mmmitments are not expected to be anïved at
easily, Stage 3 aiiows for graduai participation h m the
developing counûies with increasing rates of P.
Stage 4, assumes 100% of developed and developing cornmes
undertake GHG abatement airmnitmentsto achieve the sociaüy
optimai Ievel of abatement.Sidepayments are impiicitly
assumeci if necesay.

6.2

Solving the Mode1

As iB the case of two countries, the nonaoperative N country case uses the Cournot model. If no

cooperation exists between the coUnfRes, each country will select q y or qz to rnaximize its own
net ben&&, t a h g all other country's abatement as given. Solving for the Nash equilibrium non-

cooperative solutions yields the following aggregate level of Stage 1 abatement:

The solutions for partial cooperation and total cooperation m e r only with respect to the
percentage of developing coutries assumed to cooperate. In Stage 2, only the developed c o d e s
are assumed to cooperate and P=û. Ln Stage 3, graduai cooperaîion of the developing countnes

occurs and p is assurned to possess a range of values where O < p < 1. In Stage 4, there is 100%
participation of both developed and developing couniries and fl = l .

The decision unit of cooperaûng countries and the iudividual non+moperating coutries each
behave accordmg to the Cournot conjecture, each considering the other's emission levels as gwen.
The solution for the woperating couutries is the level of abaiement which maximizes their

coiieaive net benefits, takùig as given the level of abatement for the non-cooperaîing developing
countries. The solution for the nonaoperatmg developing corntries is found by each country
taking as *en the abatement level of the cooperating unit as weil as the abatement of ali other
noncooperating developing coufl~es.Thus the mode1 uses a Cournot approach with an embedded
assurnption of collective action arnong developed and cooperating developing countries.

The cooperating countries, comprised of the developed countries and /? developing countries will

act to maximk their collective net benefits represented by the foliowing equation.

The non-cooperating, developing countries wiii maxùnize their individual net benefits represented
by the fotlowing:

oz
&(aQ-=-)
E ~ U ~ O15D:

NB"

9x42

=

N

2 --WA
2
2

The cost müimkhg level of developed GHG abatement which maxunizes the net benefits of the

cooperating couahies is equal to:
Equation 16:

The cost minimizing level of developing GHG abatement which mawnizeç the net bene& of the
cooperating developing countries in tbe cooperating group is equal to:

The sum of

Q,

and

QNAl,

is the sociaiiy optimal level of GHG abatement for the cooperating

group of countries and is qua1 to:

Each non-cmperatmg developing country will maximize its individual net benefits taking as gwen
the abatement of ail other countries. The Nash equilibrium abatement of all non-cooperating

deveIoping countries is q u a i to:

To detemine whether JI is necessaq to induce the cooperation required to achieve partiai
cooptration (Stage 3) or the socially optimal level of a b m e n t (Stage 4), the benchmark

used. The caiculation of

The amount",q

Q"

Qm" is the same as in the case of two muntries.

for a mperating developing country is detennined by the foiiowing equation:

is

Abatmg q"

,wiü leave each cooperating developing country at the same level of net beneiits as

stage 2, in which it does not cooperate. The amount q"

is detwmined similarly for the developed

countries and is detennined by the foliowing @on:

Equation 22:

e2

NB&& = &(aQ - -) 2

Given that the nonaoperaihg developiug abatement is kued at

&cqy2
2

QiA1
,Q
"

is represented by the

following calculation:

if the sociaily optimal level of abatexnent calculaied for Stage 3 or Stage 4 exceeds Qm^ ,a policy
of JI is considerd necessary. Without JI, any allocation of Stage 3 or Stage 4 abaternent wodd
leme one country worse off than if it was not to cooperate. Only when no country is made worse,
can cooperation be induced without JI.

6.3

Evaluating the Mode1

Spec@mg values for the model parameters pennits analysis of the gains fiom cooperation and the
role which JI play in attakkg these gains for this N country model. For the parameters whch are

cornmon between the two country case and the N country case, the values are assumed to be the
same, where a=lOO, b=l, ~ 3 5 6, = 025 .

As of February 1996, there were 154 signatories to the FCCC. Of these signatories, 35 were
Annex 1 corntries with the remaining being deveIoping. These figures are incorporateci into the
mode1 with N= 154 and a = 023 (35/154=23%). To examine the scenarios of partial
cooperation, the proportion of coopemîïng developing countries (P) is assurned to range from 5% -

75%. Table 10 surnmarizes the N country rnodel parameter values.

Table 10

1

parameter

a
b
C

Y
6
N
ff

P

Parameter Values for N Country Mode1

/

Interpretation
Intercept
Slope of the global margumi beneîit cuve
Slope of each country's marginal cos&

The Ratio of C / b
Relative differences between deveioped
and developing countr)rscosts of
abaiement and between develuped and
developing counws baiefits of abatement
Number of cauntnes
Proportion of developed mutries
Proportion of developing cauntries
cooperating

Source of value
100
1

35

1

Earretî [1994 ]
Barrett [ 19921
Barretî [ 19921

35
0.25

Calculaîed as c / b
Critical 6 caiculated in the two
country case which necessitahi JI
to achieve the public good solution

154
.23
5%-75%

FCCC
FCCC
Range selected for m o d e h g

PurPo-

Utiiizing the assumptions in table 10, table 11 summarïze.sthe solutions to the N country rnodel on

an aggregate b a i s and by group of w u ~ t n e s The
. ~ ~results in table 1 1 suggest that if more than
50% of the developing counmes cooperate, there ts littie abatement gain, additional to stage 3,
fiom pursuing the sociaüy optimal level of abatement (Stage 4). Stage 3, which involves only

60 It musz be noted that interpretation of these results to a real world scenario must be done cautiousiy,
recognizing the resuits are generated from a mode1 with l e s than real world assumptions. First, aIi
developed counhies are assumeci to be identicai as is assumed with a i i developing. Second, when
developed or developing counmes cooperate, in stages 2 and 3, it is assumed each group maximizes theù

partiai cooperation fiom developing countries achieves over 71% of the socially optimaf level of
abatement widi only 50% of the developing countries participatmg. With 75% of the developing
corntries participatin& the mode1 predicts that 8 1% of the socially optimal level of GHG
abatement is achievable.

Further, table 11 shows that

Q"

always exceeds the Stage 3 and Stage 4 abatement suggesting

that in the case of 154 countries, JI is never required to aliocate abatement. This result is due in

part to the large number of countries assmed. The cooperative levels of abatement become
distributexi over a larger base of couritries, relative to the two country case, leaving every country
better off fiom some level of cooperation than with no cooperatïon. However, it must be noted that
until35% of the developing countries cooperate, the cooperating developing corntries wiü be made
worse off (observed by negative net benefits for cooperatmg developing countries). This implies
that for gradua1 participation of developing countries, the cost rninimizing ailocation of

,o',

must be reallocated in such a way so that no country is made worse off.

Table 11 also reveals that the greatest likeuiood for JI being necessary to achieve cooperation,
exists when the participation rate h m the developing countries is very srnall (indicated by smaller

discrepancies between the aggregate

PLgC3
and correspondulg value of Pm"). This is au

intuitive result as when fl is very smaü, the developing abatement is averaged across a srnall
number of countries. Only in these cases is it to be expected that the burden arnong the countries is
suflïciently great that it can not be reallocated among the 35 deveioped countries without m a h g
some worse off.

collective net benefits. Lastly, dl results generated are speciüc to the specined functional f o m and the
assumeci values indicated in table 10.

Table 1 1

Evaluating the Model of lncremental Cooperation [ S = 0.25 j

% Developed coopcraling
% Developing cooperating

ABATEMENT
Developed
Developing cooperat ing
Developing non-cooperaling
AGGRECATE Q
% of public good solution
AGGREGATE QmM
ABATEMENT COSTS
Developed
Developing cooperating
Developing non-cooperating
AGGREGATE
ABATEMENT BENEFlTS
Developed
Developing cooperating
Developirig non-cooperaling
ACGREGATE
ABATEMENT NET BENEFITS
Dcveloped
Developing coopcraling
Developing non-cooperating
AGGRECATE

Stage 1

Stage 2

No
Cooperalion

Annexed Counlries
Coopcrate

O oh

100%

Stage 4
Socially
Optimal

Stage 3
Annexed and
% of non-Annexed Cooperate
I ao%

100%

0%

O%

5%

1oOh

20%

25%

35%

50°h

75%

looOh

0.64

18.55

17.01

15.67

13.47

12.56

11.04

9.30

7.30

5.98

0.00

0.00

11.39

20.98

36.08

42.06

1 . 5

62-24

73.32

80.04

2.14

1.75

1.47

1.23

0.87

0.74

0.52

0.3 1

0.1 1

0.00

2.78

20.30

29.86

37.88

50.42

55.36

63.31

71.85

80.73

86.02

0.20

170.01

142.93

121.30

89.66

77.99

60.23

42.69

26.33

17.65

0.00

0.00

95.70

162.44

240.13

261.10

282.28

285.85

264.48

236.38

0.17

0.11

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

o.oa

0.00

0.37

170.13

238.71

283.80

329.83

339.11

342.52

328.55

290.82

254,03

63.00

419.57

584.28

706.25

867.34

920.86

995.22

1058.84

1107.30

1 127.53

943.69

3oh

0.00

0.00

24.45

59.11

145.19

192.68

291.53

443.10

695.07

52.73

351.16

464.57

53 1.99

580.74

578.04

541.42

443.10

23 1.69

0.00

115.73

770.74

1073.30

1297.35

1593.27

1691.58

182R.17

1945.05

2034.06

1071.22

62.80

249.56

441.36

584.95

777.68

842.87

934.99

1016.15

1080.96

1109.87

0.00

0.00

-71.25

-103.33

-94.95

-68.42

9.26

157.25

430.59

707.3 1

52.56

351.05

464.49

531.93

580.71

578.01

541.40

443.10

231.69

0.00

115.36

600.61

834.59

1013.55

1263.44

1352.46

1485.65

1616.50

1713.24

11117.18

As in the case of two countries, the mode1 resuits shown in table 11 are sensitive to the parameter
values assumed and tbe variable

6 is a critical determinant as to whether the use of JI is necessary.

In Chapter 4 it was pointed out that the value of 6 is not known with a certauity. To examine a
scenario where JI is necessary to achieve gradua1 levels of participation, table 12 evaiuates the
model assurning 64.1. This is equivalent to assuming the developing country's costs of
abatement are one tenth the size of the developed abatement costs and the developing benefits of
abatement are one tenth the size of the developed bendts.61

Table 12 shows that,having assumed a greater difference between the group of developed and
developing wunmes, Ji becomes necessary to achieve up to 20% participation from the developmg
c o u ~ e s This
.
is evident fiorn

Q&,

exceeding Qm" and is what would be expected given the

andysis of the two country case presented in Chapter 4. As the participation by developing

corntries increases @ gets larger), JI is no longer necessary as the dinèrence between

om"and

Q&, declines and becomes positive.

61 This assumption was based on

the observed ciifferences of GHG abatement costs between developed and
developing countries. In developed counuies, the cost of reducing one tonne of carbon h m the
atmosphere is most often considered to be $20 US.. In developing countries, the costs for reducing one
tonne of carbon range h m $1 U.S. to $10 U.S.. Utilizing a value of 0.1, which assumes the developing
couotries costs of GHG abatement are one tenth the size of developed countries is within this range of
reported costs. As the model has assumai that the ratio between developing and developed costs of
abatement is qua1 to the ratio between developing and developed benefits of abatement, this assumption
implies that the developing country's benefits of GHG abatement are one tenth the size of the developed
country's benefits. While it is ceasonable to suggest that developing countries possess a higher social
discount rate than deveioped countries, furthet research is required to detennine whether it is teasonable
to assume that ratio between developed and developing counuies benefits h m abatement is as large as is
assumed here.

Table 12

Evaluating the Model of lncrernental Cooperation 18 = 0.1 1

% Developed cooperating
% Developing cooperating

ABATEMENT
Devcloped
Developing cooperating
Developing non-cwperating
AGGREGATE Q
% of public good solution
ACCREGATE QmW
ABATEMENT COSTS

Developed
Developing cooperaling
Develaping non-cooperating
ACGREGATE

ABATEMENT BENEFITS
Developed
Developing coopcraling
Developing non-caoperating

AGGREGATE
ABATEMENT NET BENEFlTS
Developed
Developing cooperating
Devcloping non-cooperating
AGGREGATE

Stage 3
Anncxed and
% of non-Annexed Cooperate

Stage 1
No
Cooperation

Stage 2
Annexed Countries
Cooperate

O%

100%

O%

O%

0.64

18.55

14.31

11.65

8.48

7.46

6.02

0.00

0.00

23.95

138.99

56.78

62.46

70.51

2.14

1.75

1.26

0.96

0.60

0.43

0.33

0.19

0.06

0.M

2.78

20.30

39.53

51.59

65.86

70.41

76.86

82.85

88.38

9~46

0.20

170.01

101.18

67.00

35.52

27.52

17.89

10.73

5.65

3.48

0.00

0.00

169.37

224.31

237.86

230.31

209.63

179.58

141.96

116.40

0.07

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.27

170.06

270.58

291.32

273.39

257.84

227.53

190.31

147.61

119.87

63.00

419.57

729.48

880.49

1015.93

1088.41

1 116.18

1134.48

1141.62

0.00

0.00

12.21

29.48

68.02

87.82

127.53

186.84

284.85

382.19

2 1 .09

140.47

232.01

-265.30

272.09

263.47

236.85

186.84

94.95

0.00

62.80

249.56

628.30

813.49

9~0.41

1021.81

1070.s2

110s.45

1128.83

1138.14

0.00

0.00

-157.16

-194.83

-169.84

-142.49

-82.10

7.25

142.90

265.80

2 1 .O2

140.42

231.98

265.28

272.09

263.47

236.85

186.84

83.82

389.98

703.12

8R3.94

1082.66

1142.79

1225.27

1299.54

94.95
1366.68

0.00
1403.94

SYO

1
1

10%

1

20%

1

100%
25%

1

35%

1

Stage 4
Socially
Optimal
50%

1

100%
75%

100%

4.66

3.38

2.65

78.00

84.94

88.81

r

,

1049.33

84.09

Vi
h)

Another ciifference to be noted between tabk 11 and 12 is the share of the socially optimal level of
abatement which can be achieved with partiai cooperatiw. As the ciifferences between counmes
increase (as

6 decreases fkom 0.25 in table 11 to O. 1 in table 12), small percentages of developing

country's participation will produce greater portions of the socialiy optimal level of abatement
being attainable. if S 4 . 2 5 , 2 5 % of developing countries cooperate contributing 64% of the
sociaily optimal level of abatment. if 6 =O. 1, 25% of developing countries cooperating contribute
77% of the socially optimal level of abatement.

6.4

Sensitivity Analysis

As in the simplifieci case of hiro coumies, the sensitivrty of the N country mode1 results to the
assumed parmeter vaiues assists in understanding the abatement gains fiom cooperation and the
role for JI in achieving these gains. As JI was kund to be necessary in Table 12 with SCO.1, the
sensitivity analysis base case assumes 64.1with the rest of the parameters equal to the values
expresseci in table 10.

Tables 11 and 12 show& thar ail corntries received a positive change in net benefits fiom the
movement fiom Stage 1 to Siage 2. This irnplies movernent h m Stage 1 to Stage 2 is achievable
without Ji and the sensiîivity anaiysis wiil focus on the movernent fiom Stage 2 to Stage 3 and
Stage 2 to Stage 4.

The decision to participate in the next stage of international cooperation d depend on whether

each country is made better off by participating to acbieve the next caperative stage of
abatement. To determine whether JI is necessary, the difkrence between
examined. if the value of

<

o";and oLgj is

oziJ,
there exists an allocation of Q&,

abatexnent that

will leave no country worse off. It may be that the cost minimiPl%allocation will Ieave some
countries worse off,but there dexist some other ailocation of
worse off. if

Q&

9".which wiii lave no country

>ozL3,
there does not exist any ailocation of Q&+

thai does not lave at

least one country worse off. in this case, JI provides a mechanisrn to share the gains fiorn
achieving

The sidepapent poiicy improves the incentives for the country made worse off

so that

&, is achievable.

O&,

is affected by changes in the values for 6,y, a and N across a range of participation rates

This section examines how the discrepancy b e t w m Q"J and

for developing countries.

ratio of the dope of the developed country's marginal cost to the developing marginal cost must
exceed 7 (6I 0.15) before JI d be neceçsary to achieve the cooperative outcorne.

Table 13
STAGE 3

Necessity for JI TI 8 changes

However, the precise value of y is not known with certainty. In the two country case it was found

the value of y will also in part detemine whether Q
"
,

-<QL.
To examine the case of 154

countries, Table 14 tests the sensitivity ofthis discrepancy to a range of values for P and y .

Table 14

Necessity for JI as y changes [&O.

1O]

Stage 3

Y
1.0
5.0
15.0
35.0
50.0
175.0
350.0

Table 14 reflects a scenario where the steepness of the developed marginal cost curve is ten times

the steepness of the developing rnargioal cost curve @=O. 1). The table shows that the value of y
will have an impact on whether JI is necessary. In general, as the participation rates of developing
countries increase, JI will be required only for relatively hannless poilutants which are costly to

control. If p = 50%, JI is required only if y is equal to or greater than 175. When the
participation rates of developing c o u d e s are very low, for example 5 % JI will be U e l y required

even in cases where pollutants are more h d l and l e s expensive to wntrol (e.g. y= 15).

The necessity of JI wdl also Vary with the d u e s for N and a. However, Gare must be taken when
interpreting the sensitivity analysis of a and N because it is not necessarily tnie that the other

pacameters, such as y, wiil remain constant as a and N change. For example, y may be e x p d
to decrease as N

decreases.

Consider the parameter a which represents the proportion of the total number of countries which

are developed. The vahe of a wiii change as countries industrialize and shift fiom being
considered developing to devetoped corntries. Further, it is possible to consider that some
countries may not be defined most appropriaîely. Further, if counûies were to enter negotiations in

regional blocks of countries, changmg the number of negotiating parties, the value of a as well as

N would have to be reassessed. Table 15 shows how the discrepancy b e e n

oGi(

and

o-

changes with values for a.

Table 15

Necessity for Sidepayments as a: changes [6=0.10]

Stage 3

a
5%
10%
15%
23%
35%
50%
6S0/0
90%

Table 15 shows there is a fâirly complex interaction between the variables. However, it tends to be
that at low levels of /3 (few developing countries cooperating), the abatanent

Q&,

d l require

large abatexnent shares for each of the developing countries. if the çooperating developing
countries are not to be made worse off, the developed counuies would have to absorb the loss.

Hence, you n d a relatively high proportion of countries to be developed in order to absorb this

loss without making rhem worse off. At large levels of

P (rnany developing coutries

cooperating), there are sufficient developing countries to do the abating so that

Q&

need not

make either the developing or developed couutries worse off. Hence, JI is less Iikely required as the
value of

p

and a increase.

It is also necesaty to consider variations in the number of wuntnes, represented by N. In the case
of GHG abaternent, it is possible that future negotiations will involve the dewelopment of regional
groups of countries, thereby reducing the number of negotiating parties. In the Convention on

Biological Diversis, there if growing interest in regional cooperati~n.~~
With respect to Biolagical
Diversity, Asian officiais view regional cooperation as means to avoid a bidding war that wodd
drive d o m prices of biological resources. The pursuit of regional representation is reasonabie as
biological species are not necessarily unique to any one country, but unique to the Southeast
region. Regional cooperation would facilitate efficient processing of pennits, upfiont payments for
samples and provide a one-stop shopping -ter

that could provide extensive data on natural

resources. These arguments are easily transferable to intemational negotiations to abaie emissions
of GHGs. If regional groups of developing couniries were to offer a one-stop shopping Center for
carbon offset projects or permits, the efficiency of the processing of permits, distribution of GHG
credits and techology transfer among the countries may be improved while at the same time a

bidding war on projects may be avoided. Table 5-8 evaluates the mode1 under vq-ing assumptions

for the vaiue of N.

62 Cohen il9961

Table 16

Necessity for Sidepayments as N changes [d+. 101

Stage 3

Table 16 shows that small numbers of countries or negotiating parties, increase the likelihood of
the necessq of Ji. A smaller number of corntries decreases the abrlity to discribute the same
aggregate abatement level without making at least one party worse off. if corntries were to enter
negotiations in regional groups, the more Iikely that a pohcy of Ji would be necessary to achieve
socidy optimal levels of abatement.

6.5

Conclusion

The mode1 of gradua1 cooperation with N counrries provides an assessrnent of the potential for
partial cooperation to contribute to international GHG abaternent and the necessity for Ji in
developing this mperation.

Tables 1 1 and 12 showed that a Iarge share of the sociaily optirnid level of abatement

Q&,

is

achievable with o d y a smaii percentage of the developing countries cooperatiug with developed
countries to reduce GHG ernissions. In table 11 it was assurneci that the developed costs of
abatement were four times the developing costs of abaternent and the developed benefits of
abatement were four times the deveIoping benefits of abatement (8=0.25). Under this
assumption, if only 25% of the developing countries were cooperate with the developed corntries

( fl 4.Z),64%of
countnes witb

Q&,

could be achieved. Table 12 assumed a greater Merence h e m

6 =O. 10. In this case, 25% developing participation would provide 77% of

Tables 1 1 and 12 showed that with reasonable parameter values assumed, a p o k y of JIis never
r e q d to achieve the sociaüy optimal level of abatexnent

o&,

.

The mode1 suggests tbat when

there is a large number of counaies participating, there will most iikeiy exist an allocation of

Q&,

which WUleave no country worse off because each counûy's share of the abatement

burden will be relatively s d . However, if to achieve the socialiy optimal level of abatement,
graduai participation by developing countries is anticipated, this will no longer be the case. As in

the case of two countries presented in Cbapter 4, smaii values of 6, (large Merences between

developed and developing countries) are sufXcient to necessitate the use of JI. Table 1 1, which
assumed that

6 =O.25,showed JI was not necessary to provide inceatives, even for very s d

levels deveiopmg participation. Iostead,socialiy o p t d levels of partial cooperation could be
achieved through the reaiiocation of the abatment burden. However, i f 6 -1).10: table 12 showed

that low levels of developinp participation ( P = 5% to 20%), a policy of JI arnong the cooperating
cuuntxies is necessaïy to achieve

e&,.

Whether JI is necessary to achieve the gains from partial couperafion (Stage 3) was shown to

depend on tbe values of 6,y , a and N. Tables 13 through 16 tested the sensitivity of the
Merence between

and Q&+ to a range of parameter vahies to assess whether JI is

necessary to provide an incentive for the graduai participation of developing corntries.

Table 13 showed that the greaîer the difference between corntries (the srnalier the 6)and the
smaller the developing participation rate (the srnalier the /?) ,the more likely JI wiii be necessary
to induce gradua1 international cooperation. The precise value of 6 is not lmown but it is most
likely that in the case of GHG abatement 6 will be s m d .

Table 14 showed that the use of JI is most likely to be necessary the k g e r the d u e of y (where

y = c / b ). As the participation rates of developing coutries increase ( /? increases), larger levels
of y rnay still necessitate a policy of JI. A large y irnplies a scenario of poiiutants wbich are

cody control and whose abatement benefits are either srnail, uncertain or higiiry discuunted. It is
most likely that for the case of i n t e d o n a l GHG abaiement, the value of y is large. This d
necessitate a policy of Ji.

Table 15 ailowed the proportion of developed countries ( a ) to Vary. Ifthere is a hi& proportion
of developed countries ( a is large), JI will not be necessary to achieve Q&, regardless of the
participation rates of developing countries. This is because there wiii be a great enough number of
developed countries to absorb the losses of the developing corntries, enabling reallocation of
However, as the proportion of developed countries declines (agets smaller), JI may be
necessary, especialiy if the participation rate of developing corntries is srnail ( P is srnd). As
developed countries must absorb the losses of developing couutries, the fewer the developed

countries,the less likely they wiU be able to fully absorb the developing losses without dso bemg
made worse off.

Table 16 examhed how the mode1 results change as the number of countries or negotiaMg parties
declines. The number of countries rnay be reduced if developing wuntries were to consider
fonning regonal groups for the deveIoprnent of GHG abatement projects. ï h e srnaller the number
of negotiatmg parties, the more iikely JI d
i be necessary to achieve

as there wîli be fewer

couutries across wfiich the abatement burden a n be disûibuted.

The analysis in this chapter has shown that a policy of JI is most iikely necessary to d u c e M e r
abaternent commitments fiont FCCC signatones. The conditions which are characteristic of
international GHG abaîement and contribute to this conclusion include the likely emergence of
graduai participation by developing counûies, the existence of large W r e n c e s between developed
and developing abatement net benefits and incremental niarginal costs of abatement increasing

steeply relative to uncertaùi marginal ben&.

CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research was to refocus the current debate over JI by providing insight as to
whether a policy of Ji will be necessary to induce the next steps in international cooperation for the
abatement of GHC ernissions. ï h e resuits of a mode1 of hmational cooperation suggest that
without a Ji policy, it is possible that the graduai participation of developing coumes in
undertaking GHG commiments wiU be threatened, eliminating the oppominity for effective
mitigation of global climate change.

This conclusion is based on the results of a Cournot mode1 of oiigopoly which assumes the gradua1
participation of developing couniries, a fav at a tirne. in the case of GHG abatement, cooperation
among developed counûies alone wiU provide only a small share of the socially optunal level of
abatement. To achieve greater ernission reductions, it will be necessary for both developed and
developing countries to undertake GHG cornmitments. However, it d l not 3e easy to negothce
cornmitment from developing countries given the five year histoq of the FCCC.

The main issue in the debate over GHG abatement is one of responsibilrty. Developing countries
are concemeci that if they were to undertake additional GHG abatement, their process of
industriaiization may bejeopardized. Further, îhere is a sentiment that developed countries are
responsible for the current GHG build-up, a direct result of creating their afnuent economies
through the 19& and 20" centuries. As developing corntries have not yet had their chance to
develop, they feel they should not be unduly punished. Therefore, the developed countries should
be responsible for the abating. Given the position of developîng countries, it is reasonable to

expect that GHG comrnitrnents fiom developing wuntries v d only be achieved graduaily, a few
corntries aî a tirne.

To analyze the role thai JI plays in developing graduai cooperation, a model of international
cooperation was presented where developed corntries were joined by dincrements of
developing countries in undertaking additional GHG abatement. The model showed that,in some
cases, JI was a necessary poticy to act as a participation incentive for the first few developing
corntries. In these cases, a poticy of JI was necessary to achieve the socially optimal level of
abaiement among the group of cooperating couutries. Without JI, there would be no way to
distribute the sociaiiy optimal level of abatement without making some w h e s worse off.

Whether JI was necessary for the gradua1participation of developing corntries was found to
depend on the magnitude of a nurnber of fiidors, the most important of wàich were the magnitude

of the ratio between developed and developing corntries net bm& ( 6 )and the site of the ratio
between the siopes of each country's marginal cost and the globai margrnal benefit ( y ).

The greater the ratio between developed and developing abatement net benefits (the smaller the S),
the more likely Ji was necessary as a means to rediscibute the gains fiom cooperative abatement to
ensure no country was made worse off. In the case of international GHG abatement, it is most
likely that the ratio between developed and developing net benefïts is large. The làct that countries
are engaging in JI pilot projects, which are not aiiowed to wunt for credit towards îheir nations'
commitrnents, is evidence there is a significant cost diGerence between deveIoped and developmg
corntries.

Furttier, the larger the value of y ,the more likely JI was found to be necessaiy to acbieve socialiy
optimal levels of gradual cooperation. If y was large, this suggested a s d o in whch
poiiutanfs which are costly to control and benefits are either srnail, uncertain or highiy discounted.
It is most iikely tbat for the case of intemational GHG abatement the value of y is large.

This research has provided a compeliïng argument for the necessity of JI and the value in
supporting and promoting the development of a JI hmework, so tbat the funrre participation of
developing countries is not jeopardited. Private cornpanies should be encourageci to engage in pilot

JI projects both within the country and in foreign countries. This will enable the marketplace to
gain valuable experience with GHG reduction projecis and provide critical workuig knowledge to
policy makers to ensure JI investments are both efncient and meamrable.

The work presented in this thesis would benefit fiom further research regarding the precise values
of 6 and y which have been shown to be cntiml factors in deterrnining the necessiq of JI policy.

Clarity regardmg these values is a first step to affmnmg the prelimuÿiry conclusions presented and
to ascertarrring the role for JI in the next stage of FCCC negotiatioos. Furthemore, the analysis

has imposed a number of restrictive assumptions and additionai research is needed to l e m how the

conclusion of this paper would be altered by changes in these assumptions. The most important
assumptions are: (i) di developing countries are identical (ü) al1 developed corntries are identical

(iii) abatement cos functions are independent (iv) the ratio between developed and developing
coutries costs of abatement is equal to the ratio between developed and developing countries

bene*

of abatement.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF NET BENEFIT FUNCTIONS

The foiiowing section descnbes how the net benefit fwictions presented in Chapter 5 were derived
fiom Barrett [ 1992, 19941

The Abatement k i l t fuoction
Aside fiom the fàct that the abatement ben&

for any country wiU depend on global abatment,

not much is h o w u about the actual schedule of marginal abatement benefits. However, Barrett
[1992] proposed it to be reasonable to assume: first, the marginal damage will increase with

increasing levels of emissions; second, the abatement benefits WUbe in part determineci by how
sensitive the economy is to climate change as weii as the size of the couatry's economy and; third,
that the mar@

abatement benefits will be rduced to zero at some level of abatement. From

these assumptions, Barrett proposed country i's m a r g ~abafernent
~I
fuuction could be witten as:

where Gt represents the Gross Domestic Product of country i and E is the global emissions in the
absence of any abatement. As with equations specfied earlier, u and b are positive parameters
and

Q is giobal abatement. The intercept of the fiindon is determineci by b,G,a,with6, reflecwig

both the sensitivity of an economy to climate change and the weight with which is attached to

deferred benefits.

In 1994, Barreti's anaiysis of seifenforcing environmental agreements assumed countries to be
uniform. For this analysis, B a m ü ranoved the variables Gi and E fiom the abatement bendit
fuuction. With each country assumed to be identical, dishguishmg between each country's Gross
Domestic Product no longer provided an important distinction. Wiîh regards to the remod of E ,
it is reasonable to assume the abatement benefit wiil be reI&

just as much to the absolute level of

abatement (Q)
as it will be to the percentage of emissions abated (QlE). The last alteration

Barrett made was to specifL a global beneîït fimction, making the individual benefit fiinction to
vary with

N . These raisions yielded the following totai abatment bene& fundon:

The ody difference betweai this expression of abatement benefits and presented in Chapter 5 is
the inclusion of the variable 6 which acts similarly to the variable G, in Barrett's eariier work.
Barrett [1992], used the parameter G, to Merenhate between couutries on the basis of their Gross
Domestic Product. Here, 6 aiso differentiates between countnes, representing the relative
#

ciifferences between the Annexed country and non-Annexeci benefits of GHG abatement and
Annexed and non-Annexd costs of GHG abaiement. As it is assurned the developed country's

benefits fiom abatement will always equal or ex&

the abaiement benefits of the developing

country, 6 is restricted to being O < 6 5 1.

The Abatement Cost Function

On the cost side of the equaiion, there is much more anpirical evidence to as& with the formation
of an abaiement cost fimction. Barrett [1992]states that marguial abatement costs can be expected
to Vary among countries for severai reasons. Fir* it is reasodle to expect thaî different

countries wdl have different substitution possibilities. Seconcl, countries will have dBerent base

year emission levels. Further, depending on how abatement is defïued, margmai abatement costs
may also vary because of the ciifferences in the rate of ecanomic growth. From these assumptions,

Barrett proposed country i's marginal cost fünction could be written as:

where cl is a technical parameter which d e c t s the ease with which country i can abate its
emissions, q, is i's level of abatement and el is the base-year ernissions (q,/el is quivalent to
country i's percentage abatement). htegrating this marginal cost ftnction yields the foUowing t o d
cost function:

Barrett [1994] assume. wuntries to be uniform in his analysis of self enforcing environmenrai

agreements. Under a scenario of identical countries, there was no need to differentiate between
countries costs of abaiement or country's percentage abatement. Thus, Barrett [1994] defineci the
foiiowing total cost function for the case of uniforni countries.
2

TC,( 9 , )= %
2

Notice the ody ciifference between this abatement cost function and the one presented in the two

country mode1 in Chapter 5 is the inclusion of the variable 6 which acts similarly to Barrete's

[1992]variable c, . Bmett used ci to reflect the diffèrences in the ease with which countries c m
abate its emissions. Here, 6 represents the ratio between developed and developing net benefits of
abatement. As it is assumed the developing country's msts of abatement will always be less than
or equd to the abatement costs fked by the developed country, 6 is restricted such that O I 61 1.

APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS FOR TWO COUNTRY MODEL PRESENTED IN CHAPTER 5
Net Bene6t Functions

For each of the equaîions beIow, the h

t term represents the B

e n e of GHG abaternent, the second term, the

associated costs of GHG abatement. The différence betwea the two detennines the net bendts of GHG

abatement faced by one developed and one developing cuuntry.

Solving for the non-cooperaîive solution:

Each country will select the Ievet of abaternentthat maximizes its own net benefits taking as given the abatemc
decision of the other country.

S h g each derivative qua1 to zero and subshtuting qA = q,

C

Dividing through by b and setbng y = -,yields:

b

we fhd fkom 3:

Thus the non-cooperative aggregate abatement Q," = q," +qE

1s equal to:

Non-cooperative solution

Solving for the Socidy Optimal Solution:

in the sociaiiy optimal case, each country will select the level of abatement that maximizes the total net benefic

. . .

Maximizuig this coliective net benefiîs subject to q,

Subsritusing q, = &
,

q~ into 11 yields
into 10 and q, = -

as(l+S)
2y6+(1+S2)
4 1 +4
= 2y6+(1+6)

12.

q:, =

13.

'

,q , yields

S

and

Solving for the Maximum AUocation of the Sociaiiy Optimai
The maximum aliocation of the socially optimal level of abatement that either counw is wiiiing to undertake is
one dut Leaves it no worse off than at the non-cooperative outcome. For the developed country,this can be
found by solving for the level of abatement, q"

which solves:

Equation 15 implies the maximum ailocation q"

is the one whose w
sts of achieving are quivalent to the

ciifference between the benefit the developed country receives fiom the socialiy optimal level of abatement ( B;
and how weil off the country was without cooperating at the non-cooperative outcome ( mlj'). The same is

tme for the developing country.

Subsàtuting the non-aoperative level of abatement,

Q,""
into the developed and developing net benefit fhctio

yields 17 and 18 respectively:

1s.

NB:

=

6(202b(l+ 27) - a 2 c )
8(y + 1)'

Substituting the cooperative level of abatement,
19 and 20 respectively:

Q,",
into the developed and developing benefit functions yields

Substituting 17 and 19 into 15, and 18 and 20 into 16, enables one to solve for q"

The maximum aggregate ailocation of the sociaiIy optirmi allocation,
q"

and is as foilows:

and q"

as the followi~

Q,"",is equal to the sum of q,"" and

APPENDIX C

EQUATIONS FOR N COUNTRY MODEL PRESENTED IN CHAPTER SIX

Net Benefit Functions
For each of the equations below, the f%stt e m represents the ben&

of GHG abatement, the second t e m the

associateci costs of GHG abaiement. The ciifference between the two detefinines the net benefits of GHG
abatement facd by one developed and one developing country. Let equations 1 and 2 represent the net benefic
of GHG abatement for one deveioped country and one deveioping country respectively.

where a and b are positive parameters, c is the mar@
abatement, Q is global abatement (Q= q,

+ q,)

cast of obatement, qA is the developed country's

and N is the number of c o h e s . The parameter 6 reflem

the relative differences between the developed and developing country's cos@ of abaternent and the developed
and developing b e n e of abatement. The developing costs and benefits of abatement are assumed to never

exceed the respective costs and bene& of abaiement for the developed country thus 6 is restricted to being

O I 6 < 1. The parameter a represents the proportion of c o d e s wfiich are developed. Hence, aN is the
number of developed couutries and (1 - a)N is the number of developing corntries.

Stages of Cooperation:

A Cournot mode1 of incrernental wperation is developed Çom the assumption of four hypotheticai stages of

cooperation. Consider these stages outlined below. The stages are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

Cooperative Stages
Stage 4

Description

No Cooperation

Developed
Countries
Cooperaîe

Developed Countries and a %
developing counmes
Cooperate

Total Cooperation

in Stage 3, the proporbon of developing couutries which cooperate are represented by the parameter P where

O<P<l. The Cournot solutions for Stages 1 through 4 are worked through and provided klow.

Stage 1:

No Cooperation

Each developed and developing country will select the level of abatement that maximizes its own net benefits
taking as given the abatement decision of a i l other countries. Each developed country will maximm the

fotlouçing:

C

Dividing througb by b , seiïiug y = - , and rnultiplying the single country solution by the number of developec

b

corntries ( d ) yeids the deveioped wuntries reaction function:

Each developing country wiU rnaximize the following:

C

Dividing through by b ,s h g y = - ,and multiplying the singte country solution by the number of developing

b

counuies yields the develophg corntries reaction function:

Substituthg 6 into 4 yields

eT below:

substitu~g4 into 6 yields

Q
,

below:

Thus the non-cooperative aggregate abatement

9.

o"

Stage 1: Non-cooperative abatment:

Stage 2:

= QA+ & 1s

o"

to:

a

=-

I+Y

Developed cuuntries Cooperate

in this stage, only the developed countries are assumed to rnake conmitment to d u c e ernissions of GHGs.
f i s is quivalent to having all developed corntries and fl developing countries cooperating where p=O.
Consider this group of cooperating countries. Their net benefits of GHG abatement wiil be represented by
equation 10. Let q,

, be the GHG abaternent fiom one cooperathg developing country.

Each developed country wiü maximize the foiiowing:

where QNA, and Qu, represent the collective GHG abatemenî fiom cooperabng developing counmes and no1

cooperating developing corntries respectively.

Each cooperating developing country wili maWnize

Mulîiplying 1 1 by the number of developed wuntries, aN and 12 by the number of cooperating developing
C

countries, P(I - a)N and dividing both 7 and 8 by b as weli as setting - = y yields 1 la and 12a.

b

1 la.

Q,,= d ( a + m- &)(a-Q,

-Qu,- 0 N A 2 )

y+d(a:+6P-asp)

Consider the group of non-cooperating developing countnes. A single non-cooperating developing countries is
assurneci to possess the following net benefits h m GHG abatement.

Each comtry will maximize the foiiowing:

Multiplying 14 by the proportion of developing countries which do not cooperate, (1 -@(1- a)and dividing
C

b as weU as setting - = y yields 14a
b

From 1 la and 12a

Therefore,

,

Subbiag Q, + Q,, into 14b yields 14c

Substituting 14c and 15 into 1la yields 1Ib:

and isolating Q, produces:

Solvmg for the aggregate abatement

o is found fiom Q = o, + o,+ o,

Substituting in the solution for Q, found above solves

o. The numerical evaluations of Q provided in Cbaptc

5 are calculated wxth the use of a cornputer.

Stage 3:

Developed Counuies and P Developing Couutries Cooperate

The solutions to Stage 3 are the same a s those found for Stage 2. In Stage 2 where only developed countries
cooperate, t h was equivaient to having P developing couniries also cooperating where P=O. Hence the
numerical evaiuati~nsprovided in Chapter 5 are the solutions to Stage 2 with the values for P ranging from 50,
to 95% with increments of 5%.

Stage 4

Total Cooperation

In Stage 4 it is assumed all devdoped and developing couniries cooperate to deliver the socially optimal level O

GHG abaiement.

Stage 4 is aiso equivalent to the solutions for Stage 2 and having P=100%. However, it ts

dso possibte to arrive at equivalent d î s fiom the following.

Consider equations 1 and 2. in the socially optimal case, each country wdi select the level of abatement thar
mxhizes the collective net ben&&. The foiiowing represents the coiiective net benefits of the developed and

developing cornmes.

Each developed counuies will abate accordmg to:

Each developing country will abaie according to:

C

T a h g statement 19, dividing through by b ,setihg y = -, and multiplying both sides by the number of

b

developed couniries yelds the developed couutries reaction fùnction:

Doing the same for statement 20 yields the developing countries reaction function:

As

aNq, = Q, and h m 19 and 20, q,

= &, ,then it is possible to write

Substituting 24 into 21 yields the socially optimal level of abatement for the developed countries,

o2 :

Substituting 25 into 22 yields the socially optimai level of abaîement for the developing corntries,

QAGA

Thus the socdly optimal aggregate abatement Q c = Qz

27.

+ Q;,

becomes:

(a+ S - a 6 ) ( d a S+ aN(1- a ) )
= y6+(a+6-(r6)(~+N-aN)

Solving for Qtuax

The maximum allocation (qNy)ofthe

Q&

a cooperating developing country is willing to undertake is

The maximum a i i d o n q"

,wiil leave the çooperating developing country at the same level of net benefits

stage 2, where they wouId be were they not to cooperate. Substituting in the necessary values d l determine t
solution q"

.

S o h g for the maximum allocation for a developed country is done in the same manner. The

maximum docation (q"

) of the cooperative outcome (
Q
,,

) a cooperating developed country is willing tc

undertake is determined by the foliowing equation:

Substituting into the equation the assurned parameter values and necessary caicuiated variable yieids q"
Given that the cooperating corntries assume the non-cooperating countries' abatement Ievels as giveq there is
no possible reaiiocation of the abaternent artributable to the non-cooperating developing countries. Thus the

maximum abatement the three gmup of corntries are willing to undertake is represented by the foiiowing
caiculation.

Since QGc3exceeds QLgd,
JI are not necessary to negotiate

Q&

as there exists an allocation of Q,',,,

which leaves no country worse off than were they not to cooperate. However, there must be reallocation of th(
cooperative solution such as to require the developed couutries to undertake greater Ievels of abaiement.

TEST TARGET (QA-3)
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